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INTRODUCTION
There is no fiction in this volume. Some
of the boys' names have been changed for
obvious reasons, but the incidents occurred as
they are here recorded, and are a part of Good
Will's detailed history. The sketches were
first published in the Good Will REcoRD, with
the exception of the "Story of Dan McDonald," which is published in two forms by the
Association Press, 124 East 28th St., New
York.
It need not be inferred from the incidents
here related that life at Good Will consists of
misdemeanors in the shape of theft, running
away, and general disobedience; these things
are the exception and for this reason they have
special interest.
The chapters are written to illustrate the
methods of dealing with boys, and in response
to frequent requests for something in the pages
of the Good Will RECORD which would show
a variety of ways of treating erring boyhood.
5
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Good Will, the scene of the simple incidents
here related, is located at Hinckley, Maine;
the railroad station is Good Will Farm; the
property is the possession of the Good Will
Home Association, a duly incorporated organization. The work of the Good Will Home
Association is helping needy and imperiled
boys to make honest, self-supporting and Godfearing men of themselves.
The Good Will schools have all the grades
from the fifth, up, through the High school.
Instruction is also given in wood working,
basket making, iron working, weaving, modeling, mechanical and free hand drawing.
Practical instruction is also regularly given to
a few in running steam engines and boilers.
We realize that in this age of increased educational facilities and of sharp competition in
every line of human endeavor, a boy without
education is placed at a great disadvantage
through life and is almost sure to become
merely one of the great army of unskilled
toilers. We therefore strive to lift a boy
above this lower level by giving him the
opportunity of acquiring the best education
6

of which he is capable along the lines for
which he seems to have the most capacity.
The regular school year closes in June.
The plan is industrial, however, and the industrial year ends two months later, at which
time the boys' vacation of four weeks during
the month of August begins. Boys whose
interests require that they should not leave
Good Will, as well as those whose friends
wish it, spend their vacation in the summer
camp in the Good Will Pines.
The interval of two months between the
close of the school and of the industrial year
is spent by the boys in working upon the farm.
To maintain health in our boys, to develop
self-reliance, and to secure an all-round symmetrical development, every boy is given regular daily duties, for the faithful performance
of which he is held responsible. Boys do the
housework under the supervision of the matron, work in the laundry, assist in the office,
make the bread in the bakery, work upon the
farms, in the garden and in the barns, act as
janitors in the various buildings, run the
pumping stations, etc. All of this work is
7

done out of school and is a valuable factor in
the education of a boy.
The boys who figure in the following incidents were Good Will boys; they are now,
for they have a way of saying "Once a Good
Will boy always a Good Will boy," and to
distinguish between those there now and those
who were once there, we use the term "Former Good Will Boys."
All but one of the characters described are
living, the exception being "Daniel Alexander
McDonald," and most of the sketches were
submitted to those figuring in them, before
they were published.
THE AUTHOR.
Good Will Farm,
Hinckley, Maine.
April, 1910.

;.
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MY BOY DETECTIVE
It happened years ago, when Reeves, Gardiner, Tobey, Nutter, Ricker and a score or
more of other boys claimed my attention and
sympathy at Good Will Farm. All I can say
is that "it happened." It was not of my own
planning, nor ~o I believe that it was planned
by the boys who were immediately concerned
in it; but it was one of the most annoying
experiences I have passed through, and I crave
nothing of the kind for the rest of my life.
In those days the Good Will office was in
Prospect Cottage. In the northeast corner
of the office was a large old-fashioned desk,
with a combination of drawers and cupboards
which made it very useful. Across the top,
so high that one must stand up to reach them,
were a number of pigeon holes, extending the
entire length of the desk. These pigeon holes
could all be closed by dropping the long narrow lid which hung on brass hinges, and turning the key. In this desk-usually in the little
9

closets on either side-were the account books,
journal and year books. In the drawers were
a variety of things which were essential to our
work, but which in those days we usually purchased in small quantities. The pigeon holes
were interesting because of a greater variety
of contents, and, as I learned afterwards, one
of them was to figure in a most unexpected
event. Some of the boys in those days had
bank books. The management acted as banker
for them. The boys were encouraged to save
their pennies, or other coins which sometimes
strayed into their hands; and it was understood that the safe in the office was the best
place for such treasure. The amount oftenest deposited was five cents; the sums oftenest
withdrawn were one cent and two cents-the
price of pencils and pads. But on one occasion Dick Bradbury had a two dollar bill sent
to him and out of this he was to supply himself with certain commodities for a long time.
This made Dick rich-the richest boy at Good
Will. The two dollar bill was deposited with
the management for safety and with Dick's
bank book, in which the entry was made, it
IO

was placed in the left hand pigeon hole in the
black walnut desk. This was not a very important transaction in itself; but it was an
unfortunate one.
One morning soon after Dick made the deposit of the two dollar bill, I entered the office
for a day's work. My assistant closed the
office door after me and spoke in an under- .
tone. She told me that something strange
had happened, and leading the way to the
great desk asked me to pull it out from the
wall so I could see the back side. It seemed
as though I must be dreaming. I could not
credit my own senses at first ; but that which
to me was for a moment incredible was a fact
beyond all questioning. The black walnut
desk had been broken open; Dick Bradbury's
two dollars had been taken. The work had
been done by unskilled hands, in a most bungling manner. The back of the pigeon holes
had been pried off at the left hand end where
Dick's treasure was kept; the money had been
taken, and an attempt had been made to repair
the damage to the back of the desk enough so
the deed would not be discovered. It was
II

evident that the robbery had been committed
by boys; probably by some one or more of the
boys to whom I was extending a helping hand.
I would rather have been robbed of my last
penny, and most of my wearing apparel by
an entire stranger than to have had Dick's
money taken by one of our own boys ; I could
have taken it more philosophically; more quietly at least.
But it was necessary to do something, and
it must be done at once. As soon as I saw
what had actually transpired, I instructed my
assistant not to refer .to the unfortunate happening in any way; to keep about her duties
as though nothing unusual had transpired, and
to wait further developments with patience.
I followed the instructions which I gave
my assistant, and kept ears and eyes open. I
heard nothing which would arouse anyone's
suspicions; I saw nothing which would furnish a clue.
Days grew into weeks, and I began to think
it would be necessary for me to adopt some
other method, when I noted something-only
a straw, but it showed the current on which
12

it floated. I was much attached to the boys
in the cottage, and the boys did not hesitate
to show their regard for me in many ways.
When I entered a cottage they always expressed their pleasure, and upon leaving they
always had a "good-night" or a "good-bye"
for me. Of course some were more demonstrative than others; but the spirit was the
same.
One evening as I went into the sitting room
of one of the cottages, the boys seemed unusually glad to see me. They dropped their
books, papers and games to greet me, and I
returned their cordial greetings. There was
one exception. Stephen Hathaway, who was
usually among the first to greet me as I
arrived and the last to say "good-night" to
me when I retired, appeared to be so absorbed
in a book on which his vision rested that he
was utterly unconscious of what was going
on. It was unprecedented conduct on Steve's
part ; but no one else noticed it. When I arose
to leave my friends and they gathered around.
me to say "good-night" Steve's attention was.
more closely riveted to his book than ever. I
had a clue.
13

The next evening I "dropped in" on the
boys, just to say "good-evening" to them, and
found Steve absorbed in his arithmetic. This
was significant but it did not necessarily mean
that the boy was in love with mathematics.
The following day I sent for Steve to meet
me at the office, and as soon as he arrived we
went into a secret conference.
"Steve," I said, "you and I are friends;
we have always been ever since you came to
Good Will. I have trusted you and there is
no boy here that has a bigger place in my
heart than you."
This was all very true, and these facts made
the situation very trying.
"We understand each other, don't we?" I
said in a confidential way.
"Yes, sir," said Steve, thoughtfully.
"Now, Steve, I am going to place great
confidence in you, and tell you something
which I have not mentioned to a single person
since the day I learned of it, and I want you
to promise me that you will keep the secret
too. Will you, Steve?"
"Yes, sir," said Stephen Hathaway, with
14

an air that was intended to convey the idea
of both curiosity and ignorance.
"Well, Steve," I said, "I've been robbed.
It hurts me awfully to say it, Steve, and it's
harder still because the thieves are hiding it.
I'm going to confer quite an honor on you,
too, Steve; I'm going to make you my private
detective. You see more of the boys than I
do; you know better what is going on; you
hate meanness as much as I do, and I just
want you to keep your eyes and ears open,
and go right to work on this case. It's a
good chance for you to use your wits, Steve,
and I'm interested to see how you will manage it."
I didn't ask him if he had any clue, nor did
I ask him whether he would take the job. I
simply laid it upon him.

*

*

*

*

*

*

Stephen Hathaway proved to be as worthless a detective as was ever put on a case. At
the same time he was as valuable a witness as.
I could ask. He had no enthusiasm in ferr~t-·
ing out a crime, of which he was a part, if
not a large part. Though he had been apIS

pointed to aid in bringing himself to a point
where he would plead guilty, he did not propose to make any confession ; he certainly was
not going to give away his associates in crime.
I did not expect the boy to do this ; I knew
him too well to expect it. What I wanted
was to see how he would act when placed in
the somewhat unusual position of a detective
on his own trail. He was not difficult to follow, for he did nothing in the interest of the
case.
I waited two weeks for him to make a
report of progress ; but he made none. Then,
one day, I sent for him to come to me for an
interview. He stood before me in the private
office, pale and downcast.
"Stephen," I said, "I am grieved-! can't
tell you how much. I called you in here and
told you I had made you a detective. I told
you to report to me what progress you were
making and you haven't been near me. I am
not going to wait any longer. Go and tell
the boys that were with you when you robbed
the office to come here at once; you come with
them, and we will settle the whole miserable
r6 ·

business at once. Do you understand, Steve?"
"Yes, sir."
The boy left the office, and I waited for his
return. I could not help wondering whom he
would bring back with him. To guess was
useless. I could only hope that he would not
bring back any boys who had been long at the
Farm, or any of those who had so completely
won my affection. I speculated; but I was
not prepared for the revelation of that hour.
In fifteen minutes Steve came back. Obed
Adams and Dan Pratt were with him-boys
whom, in my most desperate speculations, I
had never suspected. I was astounded. The
three sat down on the old black sofa-the
three side by side. Steve was pale and silent;
Obed blinked till his eyes were red; Dan
seemed completely crushed, the tears streaming down his cheeks, and an occasional nervous, desperate movement showed the depth
of his grief and terror.
"Boys," I said, "you are thieves."
A groan from Obed, and a fresh burst of
grief from Dan interrupted me for a moment.
"You are guilty of a theft-the meanest,
17

the most contemptible I ever heard of among
boys. A thief is a criminal anyway; but to
rob a schoolmate as you robbed Dick Bradbury: to steal from a friend who loves you
as""Don't, don't," exclaimed Obed piteously,
and buried his face in his hands; while Steve
took out an apology for a handkerchief and
made a vain attempt to dry his cheeks. "A
thief, I say, is a criminal. You belong in
State prison, all of you-every one of you"But the scene before me was too much for
my own heart and we wept together-three
thieves, one of them my boy detective, and
myself. It took a long time for us to get
things straightened out; when this was done,
however, each boy had promised to pay in at
the office a sum equal to twice the amount
taken by all three. That is, they had together
taken two dollars; each boy was to turn his
dimes and nickels into the treasury until each
had paid four dollars, making twelve dollars
in all. Each had signed in presence of three
witnesses a document written with his own
hand thus:
r8

This certifies that on the night of 189- I
was one of three boys who deliberately broke
into the desk in Prospect Cottage and robbed
one of the pigeon holes of two dollars belonging to Dick Bradbury. I agree to pay to the
management the sum of four dollars ; I also
solemnly pledge that the deed here confessed
shall be my last dishonest act, and in case I
prove unfaithful to this pledge it is agreed
that this confession may be used in court or
elsewhere as a testimony against me, in proving me to be a dishonest character.
Signed
Witnesses

These papers were to be kept in the safe for
a period not less than four years, and finally
to be destroyed or not at my own discretion.
It was a wearisome task-the getting together
of the four dollars apiece, made up as the
amounts had to be, of pennies and nickels.
It was not pleasant for the culprits to know
of those confessions up in the safe over their
19

own signatures-a kind of self-inflicted condemnation; but these things had to be borne,
and into the heart and conscience of each was
gradually burned the truth that the way of the
transgressor is hard, that an honest, sincere
life is the easiest and best after all.
I say it was "burned into their hearts and
consciences." I think so, because Steve, Obed
and Dan remained at Good Will several years
after this occurred; but never was there another taint of dishonesty about any one of
them.
They each passed out of their Cottage home
in due time; each has made a clean, straight
record; each has been a welcome visitor at
Good Will on various occasions.
I have said that Stephen was as poor a detective as was ever put on a case. I think this
is true; but he probably did as well as any one
would have done in a similar position. He
is the only boy detective I ever attempted to
employ.

.20

HOW DICK DOLLIVER CAME BACK
It is not necessary to state just when it
happened. If the year and the day be given
then there will be a guessing as to who the
boy was whose name I have for convenience
changed to Dick Dolliver. "Sometime ago"
is definite enough. What happened I can tell
in a few words : the lesson in the incident is
apparent enough to any one.
A single swallow does not make a summer;
one incident does not establish a principle. It
would not be safe to conclude that the method
which succeeded happily with Dick Dolliver
would ever succeed again.
One day as I arrived at Good Will I was
met by a boy who told me that Dick Dolliver
had "skipped out"-he had left. Did I know
it? Yes; after the boy had informed me of
the fact by asking me the question; but that
was my first intimation that anything had
happened. There is something wrong with
either the head or the heart of the boy wha
21

runs away from Good Will-usually it is the
head that's ailing. In Dick's case it was a
-complication of head and heart.
Dick's father was dead. Fatherless boys
may be divided into two classes-those whose
fathers are dead and those whose fathers have
deserted them. The former class is the less
unfortunate. Better-vastly better-for a boy
to be compelled to say "father died" than to
be able to say "father ran away and left mother
alone to take care of us." If a man kill another we either hang him or imprison for life;
if a man deliberately sneak away from the
woman he solemnly promised to "love, cherish
and protect," and if he leave her to suffer the
torture of a slow death in the almost hopeless
task of supporting and training his children,
we say 'it is very sad," but we don't even call
the man a coward. And so, in a kind of congratulatory vein I say, Dick's father was dead
-a dead man, rather than a coward and a
sneak.
After the death of his father Dick was at
times in bad company; then he got the reputation of being bad company himself. Mr.
22

Peters, who had for many years employed the
father, took a helpful interest in the boy. In
a philanthropic spirit he arranged for Dick to
go to a boarding school. Dick went ; was
expelled at the end of twelve weeks and returned to W oodscott. Then he was placed in
a truant school, for a part of a year. It was
at the close of Dick's stay in the truant school
that Mr. Peters appealed to Good Will. It
was a clear case-Dick did not belong to the
class to whom the helping hand at Good Will
is ordinarily extended. A boy must be sound
in body-Dick was ; he must be of average
intelligence-Dick was; he must be in need
of a helping hand-Dick was; he must be of
good morals-Dick had been in a truant
school, and his reputation was "off color."
Yet there was something about the case
that appealed to me. Mr. Peters' letters were
short; but there was something between the
lines that was persuasive. It was finally decided that Dick Dolliver should become a Good
Will boy, and one day he arrived-slender of
form, blue eyed, fair haired, clear skinned
with just a rose blush on his cheeks, and
freckles enough on his nose to pass.
23

For weeks Dick made a fairly good record.
Mr. Peters was informed that the boy was
"doing well," and, as a matter of fact, the improvement in his conduct and appearance was
gratifying indeed. Then there came a change.
The boy began to deteriorate ; became light
fingered, and careless. For this he was placed
under a mild but long continued discipline.
This consisted in part of the performance of
one of the most irksome duties at Good Will.
He seemed to rally somewhat under this, but
new symptoms broke out. He had been one
of the best scholars in mathematics till his
interest in study waned. His teachers were
ready to give him up; yet there was the promise of a man in him. One day he was assigned
a place on the floor in the corner of the office
to copy exercises. His sitting on the floor
was humiliating; this copying of exercises was
irksome; this being under discipline was getting to be intolerable. And so it happened that
when the drum beat at 4.30 P. M., and the
boys marched out of the school room, Dick
Dolliver left his position on the floor in the
corner copying exercises, and went out to a
24

duty on the farm-the duty from which all
boys prefer exemption-the duty which rested
on him because of his misconduct. That night
Dick stole and the matron in his cottage sent
him to the manager with a note stating the
theft and the circumstances connected with it.
Neither Dick nor t-he note reached the manager, and a few hours later it was known
that poor Dick-disgraced, disciplined and imperiled-was out in the world. He had run
away.
Mr. Peters was notified of Dick's departure.
He at once instructed me to look the boy up,
and charge all expense of the search to him.
This I refused to do. There are no fixed
methods of procedure with boys at Good Will.
Boys are not alike; methods of dealing with
them must differ. Had the runaway been
some other boy he might have been hunted
and brought back ; but this was not the method
decided upon for the case of Dick Dolliver~
and so the boy was left to his own wanderings. It was rumored that he was in Gardiner, in Brunswick, in Bath; but these rumors
only indicated that he was working toward
25

W oodscott. Then word came-I think a week
or ten days later-that Dick had reached his
destination.
There was a brief correspondence between
Mr. Peters and myself in which that man
showed a spirit which won my heart completely, and resulted in an interview in his
office.
He wanted to help Dick Dolliver; but was
inclined to think the case might be a hopeless
one. It was arranged that he should see Dick
and his mother; if Dick would see me then I
would go to Woodscott for an interview.
The next day a telegram reached me, and
in obedience to its call I went to W oodscott,
the country residence of Mr. Peters. He sent
his coachman for Dick. It had been arranged
that I should have opportunity to see Dick in
Mr. Peters' "den" on the second floor.
When Dick arrived it was clear that he was
expecting "a time of it."
"How do you do, Dick?" I said, as I extended my hand.
"Pretty well," replied Dick, with an air that
seemed to say: "I've come to be bored to
26

death. It won't make any difference what you
say. Hurry up."
"Perhaps," said Mr. Peters, "you would
like to see Dick alone, and you can go up into
my den if you wish."
"Will you step up stairs?" I said, turning
to Dick.
"I'd just as leeves," said Dick, with the air
of one who was greatly bored and was expecting to be more so.
Any one could see that there were small
chances of saving Dick Dolliver. He was
fortified; that was beyond all question. It
was useless to attempt to compel him to return to Good Will; for though he return he
could again "skip out." To hire him to go
back would prove even more unwise than to
compel. There was just one chance--the possible persuasion of the boy to do the right
thing. As I passed up the stairway and along
the hall Dick followed. We entered the room,
and I turned about and faced Dick-Dick the
runaway, Dick the culprit, Dick, who put on
a brazen look, and whose appearance seemed
to say as distinctly as though he uttered the
27

words, though he did not move his lips : "Go
ahead. I'm ready for it, and the sooner it's
over the better. It won't make any difference
what you say."
Placing a hand on each of his shoulders and
looking into his blue eyes, I said :
"Dick, I love you."
I think the color left his face; his lips quivered for a moment ; the tears started ; then he
dropped his head against my shoulder and
sobbed.
We didn't stay there long-possibly ten
minutes. I told him that there were only kind
feelings toward him at Good Will; that we all
felt he had made a mistake in leaving; that I
was not there to tell him he must return or
even ask him to do so. Then we went down
stairs.
"Is Dick going back to Good Will?" asked
Mr. Peters, as we reached the sitting room.
"I don't know," I replied, "I haven't asked
him to go back; I haven't asked him if he is
going back; in fact, I'd rather he wouldn't
decide while I'm here."
"Dick," I said, "I must go now. If you
28

come back I'll be glad to see you; if you don't,
then write to me once in a while, for I'll want
to know where you are. Good bye."
It was Friday afternoon when Dick and I
thus parted. I did not get back to Good Will
until Tuesday afternoon; Dick arrived Monday night.
Tuesday morning when the teacher entered
the office in the Charles E. Moody Building,
not having heard of the arrival of the runaway, he was surprised to find Dick Dolliver
sitting on the floor industriously copying exercises. He had taken up the discipline where
he dropped it when he so unceremoniously left
several weeks before. The disagreeable duty
which had been assigned him as a penalty was
taken up without a murmur. It was not till
Wednesday that I saw Dick. He was in
school, his eyes resting on his book. As I
passed him I stopped and whispered to him:
"Dick, I'm glad to see you.H
Dick looked up with an expression of sincerity in his blue eyes and whispered :
"I'm doing my level best."
That was "some time ago." You may trans29

late that expression into "many months" or
"a few years" or whatever you choose. I have
no reason to doubt but that "doing his level
best" is Dick's chief occupation at present.
Day before yesterday I asked him if I might
write this and he consented. I have read it
to him; he approves and says that it is all true.
But I trust you will not overlook my only
object in giving even a moment's thought to
it, viz : the lesson the incident teaches. Lest
you should fail to get hold of it let me say this :
The law is majestic; the dollar is mighty, but
love wins.

30

HOW TOMMY ORCUTT TURNED OUT
"How do your boys turn out?"
It is a question often asked and people have
a right to ask it; it's a pity that no one can
answer. To begin with it is as indefinite a
query as can well be propounded because of
the variety of standards.
"How do the boys turn out?" asked a man
one day as we journeyed together.
"I don't understand you," I said.
"I mean what percentage of your boys turn
out well?" he replied.
"I am still in the dark and don't know what
to say. What do you mean by turning out
well ?" I asked.
"Well," was the reply, "I should say if a
boy became self-supporting and kept out of
jail he would be turning out well."
That is one man's standard; but it is selfevident that the friends of Good Will would
not be satisfied with such a record, for something more may reasonably be expected.
31
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I point to a man whose boyhood is not far
behind him and say that he has made a fine
record so far; has worked his way through
college, taken a business position and is getting there fast.
"Turned out well, didn't he?" you say.
I don't know yet; it isn't time. There was.
a boy once-not a Good Will boy-who did
that very thing; he worked his way through
college and made a fine career till thirty, and
then, on account of dishonesty, went to prison
for life. He didn't turn out well, though he
made an exceptionally fine record for a time.
There was another boy. He was pennilessat fifteen; successful at thirty; wealthy at
forty; failed in business at forty-two and was
not worth a dollar.
"He did not turn out well," you say; but
wait a moment. At forty-two he regained a
footing in the business world; at seventy hewas a millionaire and philanthropist and gavethousands of dollars to Good Will. He died,.
honored and loved by a multitude. In my
opinion he turned out well, notwithstandingyour judgment of him at forty.
32

Judged by the standard of my friend in the
passenger car, all Good Will boys have turned
out well but one so far as my knowledge goes;
at least, with one exception, they have kept out
of jail. Whether he turned out well I do not
know.
The boy was Tommy Orcutt. His father
died ; his mother died and he was alone in a
strange place. But his grandparents, on his
mother's side, were living at Clamsboro,
Maine, and it was arranged that Tommy
should live with them for a time. So it came
to pass that Tommy Orcutt became a part of
the Guptill household at Clamsboro.
Tommy Orcutt was not a good boy. I do
not mean by this that he was vicious, but he
had some very unfortunate traits. To these
traits Grandmother Guptill was not a "little
blind," as the ancient doggerel has it; she was
totally blind, and Tommy Orcutt could do
things that were disreputable and ominous but
grandma would not see them. She simply
could not, for was not Tommy her own grandson?
When an aged man wrote me a few weeks
33

ago saying "My wife has brought up one family and that's enough," he enunciated an important principle. No one has greater reverence for old age than I ; nor does anyone
have a heartier appreciation of the qualities of
the genuine grandmother; but I am constrained
to say-may I be permitted the liberty without being condemned absolutely ?-that some
grandmothers are not the wisest disciplinarians for small boys.
I used to acknowledge my profound respect
for Queen Victoria and when I said that in
my opinion she would not make a good matron
for Good Will Cottage I had offered no insult
to a crowned head. It is with the greatest
respect for Grandma Guptill that I say she
was not .fit to have the care and training of
Tommy Orcutt. She could not see his faults.
On the other hand Grandfather Guptill
could see all of Tommy's shortcomings, past,
present and prospective, and had an unfortunate way of magnifying them to an unmerciful degree.
The neighbors said things. Some said that
Tommy Orcutt was "pulling the wool over
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Grandma Guptill's eyes faster than she could
wink"; others said that Grandpa Guptill was
unreasonably fractious and was ruining the
boy by his exhibition of impatience, while good
old Miss Spears, who lived across the way,
said that she would like to have the training
of that child for just one week. "I'd teach
him what's what so he'd remember it," she
declared-this Miss Spears, who had never
had chick nor child of her own.
It came about, therefore, after some correspondence, that Tommy Orcutt arrived at
Good Will; for, when the truth was known,
the Guptills were not able to support the boy;
they were as helpless in the matter of his support as in the control of his imperious will,
and he therefore belonged to a class of boys,
known as needy and imperiled. He was in
need financially and in peril of his grandmother.
II

For a year Tommy Orcutt's career at Good
Will was not unlike that of other boys in the
same cottage. He had his ups and downs; an
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occasional lapse from the truth, which, by the
way, is the most discouraging of boys' shortcomings; a tendency to shirk duty and "sneak
work." We thought, however, that Tommy
was improving; but the real test was the washing. It was before the advent of the steam
laundry at Good Will and when the washing
was done in the cottages.
It came to pass, in the process of time, that
Tommy was assigned to the wash Monday
mornings ; he was to help do the washing and
to hang the clothes out on the line. The first
Monday he did it; but, as the boys said, "such
clothes!" Dick Bunnell said they looked worse
than they did before they were washed, and
the Supervisor and the rest of the boys in 'the
cottage, after a careful inspection, agreed that
Dick was right. They refused to use the handkerchiefs. The Supervisor and Matron supported them in this decision, but the Matron
fixed things up for the week and the boys "got
along somehow," just as they said they would.
The next Monday morning Tommy Orcutt
was excused from washing on account of
rheumatism. He discovered, on waking in
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the morning, that his foot was so sore and so
tender to the touch that he could not get his
shoe on.
"Ow!" said Tommy, as the shoe touched his
foot.
"OW!"
Washing was done by other boys that day
and a curious thing happened. After the
clothes were on the line at about eight o'clock
the pain in Tommy's foot disappeared; at half
past eight he was able to put on his shoe and
play ball. The boys thought it was queer.
A week passed and when the boys retired
Sunday night it was understood that Tommy
Orcutt was to do his part of the wash the next
morning; but, alas! when the boys arose Tommy Orcutt was again suffering from rheumatism.
"OW! OW!" exclaimed the affiicted boy,
as some of the others proposed that he try
hard to get the shoe on. "Ouch! My gracious, how it hurts!"
So Tommy sat in the armchair and nursed
. his foot while others did the work that had
been assigned to him, and their own part be37

sides. The wash was got out early that morning; at eight o'clock the last piece was on the
line and fifteen minutes later Tommy discovered that the swelling on his foot had gone
down; he was well again and rejoiced in freedom from pain. He played ball till school
time. The boys saw it and had thoughts.
A week is a short time and it quickly passed.
The boys retired Sunday night ambitious to
get the wash out on good tim~ in the morning, but, when they were getting up at daybreak, they heard a groan from Tommy Orcutt's corner.
"Oh! Oh !" Tommy was down with rheumatism again; he was able to get up and dress,
but every attempt to step on that afflicted foot
was accompanied with pathetic "Ows !" and
"Ouches!" The boys looked at each other
and while they were planning just how the
work of the morning could be done without
Tommy's co-operation, Dickie Dwinel donned
his cap, with an air of determination and purpose, and hurriedly left the cottage. Ten
minutes later Dickie Dwinel returned, but he
was not alone. The Supervisor, who had
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been informed of Tommy Orcutt's periodic
attacks and almost spasmodic recoveries, was
with him. He had told Dickie Dwinel that
in case Tommy was seized with another attack
he was to be notified. He sat down beside the
unfortunate boy.
"What seems to be the matter ?" he asked.
"It's rheumatism. Ouch!" exclaimed Tommy Orcutt, as a specially sharp twinge seemed
to take him in the foot.
"Hurts, does it?" said the Supervisor.
"I guess it does. Ow!" cried Tommy.
"Well, never mind if it does," said the Supervisor, quietly, "just put your shoe on and
do it quick; lace it up and don't waste any
time; and go about your work. Don't ever
try any games like this again. Do you understand ?"
Tommy Orcutt looked at the Supervisor;
he saw that the game was up, and without
hesitation, real or pretended, pulled on the
shoe, tied it up and went about his work; but
that morning the boys played ball while Tommy Orcutt washed. The tide had turned.
Just what Tommy wrote to Grandmother is
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not known, but a few days later a note came
asking if Tommy could go to her for a few
days and the request was granted. Then came
a letter.
Dear Sir:
Tommy Orcutt is here with me. I very
much want him to return to Good Will
and he has promised to go back Monday;
but if he has rheumatism in his foot I
do not want him to be required to work.
Please let me know if you will excuse him
when he has it.
Yours truly,
To this letter the following reply was sent:
Dear Madam:
We will be pleased to have Tommy Orcutt come back; but if he comes we must
be allowed to decide whether he is able to
do what is required of him. We cannot
allow him to be excused through attempts
at deception. If he returns he will be
treated like the rest of the boys.
Respectfully,
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Tommy Orcutt never came back; his school
days ended with the day he left Good Will.
III

"Have you seen the paper this morning?"
"No; is there anything special?''
"Tommy Orcutt's in jail."
"What?"
"Yes, sir; Tommy Orcutt is in jail."
It was three years after he had left Good
Will, thwarted in an attempt at deliberate deception, though still successful in "pulling the
wool over his grandmother's eyes."
The paper gave a full account of the crime.
It was a dastardly act and one which created
much public indignation. Orcutt and his accomplice had been arrested and were in safe
keeping; the aged grandmother, crazed with
grief, was insane; the grandfather had died a
year before. It was ' a pitiful chapter of human experience and it was sad reading for
those in the Good Will office.
"Can anything be done?" someone asked.
"Not a thing. Tom Orcutt has been traveling in that direction for some time; he has got
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there in good season. I made an honest try
for him as an imperiled boy, but I had no time
to spend in a quarrel with his grandmother.
There's nothing to do," was the Supervisor's
reply.
But a few days later he approached the cell
in a county jail where Tom Orcutt was confined. Tom saw him coming· and slunk into
the shadow as though he fancied that the Supervisor did not know that he was a convict
there, but in a moment his better sense returned and he stood in full view. He reached
his hands a little above his head and took hold
of a bar on either side and pressed his face
against the intervening irons.
"Oh, my friend," he cried, with streaming
eyes, "I am so glad you have come. I hope
you don't think I did it-I didn't do it-I-"
"Now, wait a moment," said the Supervisor." "I just called to see you for old times'
sake and I-"
"But I didn't do it. I was in bad company
-in bad company just that one evening and
they thought it was-"
((You LIE!" said a young fellow, in the next
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cell, and turning, the Supervisor discovered
another convict, twidently the "bad company"
to which Orcutt referred, who added, "Don't
you believe it."
The interview was brief, tearful, unsatisfactory. Tommy Orcutt had been for more than
a year a Good Will boy and had not "turned
out well"; that was as clear as the sunlight
that shone through the grated window and fell
athwart his tear-stained face that morning.
IV
Eleven years had passed since Orcutt was
landed in jail. I had lost track of him, though
I cannot forget a Good Will boy. It was a
sultry day, the trip had been an uncomfortable
one and I was wishing myself at home. What
did it all amount to, anyway? To be sure
some of the boys were turning out well, but
others were lost sight of entirely. What if
it should develop, in the course of time, that
the boys should forget Good Will absolutely;
what if the efforts should not prove worth
half what we had fancied they were worth!
I leaned back, drowsily, in the intense heat.
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The train stopped at Stockville but I took no
interest in the passengers who were entering
the car; there would be no friend or acquaintance of mine among them.
Someone called my name ; I was startled
and looked up.
A tall young man was bending over mea manly man, with a cheerful smile and every
appearance of prosperity and happiness. He
seized my hand.
"Don't you know me?"
"I-well, I wish I did, but-"
"You don't?" he exclaimed.
"Yes," I added, in an instant, "I do know
you; you're Tom Orcutt."
"That I am," and he sat down beside me.
"The last time I saw you, Tom, you wereOh, by the way, how are you getting along?"
"First class," said Tom, with rare enthusiasm. "Yes; first class."
"What are you doing?"
"Foreman in the mills at Stockville; you
know there's a big mill there, don't you? Say,
did you notice that woman that got on to the
train ?-see her over there ?- she's my wife."
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"What, Tom?"
"Yes, sir," and, lowering his voice, he added: "Say; she's the best woman in the world.
You've no idea what a help she is to me. Say,
I owe everything to her and to Good Will. I
learned some mighty good things while I was
there and then-well, if it hadn't been for her
and Good Will-say, come over and meet her.
I want to introduce you to her."
I went over and was introduced to Tom
Orcutt's idea of the best woman that lives.
We talked a few minutes and the train slowed
up at the station where I was to leave it.
"Yes, sir," said Tom Orcutt, "it's she and
Good Will that did it."
Did Tommy Orcutt turn out well? I don't
know; I am waiting to see. If I outlive him
I will answer the question.
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BILLS, BECKLEY AND BUNNYCROFT
I

I cannot tell what day the watch was stolen
or just when some things in connection with it
happened. My first knowledge of the affair
was two or three days after it occurred. Bills
had a watch,-not a very elaborate or expensive affair, it is true; but with a boy a watch
is a watch, be it gold, silver, gun-metal or
nickel-plated. The one which belonged to
Bills was nickel. It had been stolen and Bills
was anxious to recover it. That it was stolen
by some boy at Good Will Farm was unquestioned; that the theft was committed by some
boy in Good Will Cottage was probable ; that
it was the most foolish of all possible thefts
may be easily understood, for a watch has its
special and limited uses, and if a boy at Good
Will possesses such a treasure he may be
asked by anyone he meets how he came by it.
Watches are rare among the Good Will boys
and if one is carried it is sure to attract at46

tention. The question was, "Who stole the
watch?" and the problem had been quietly
discussed by the boys in Good Will Cottage.
Finally Beckley said that he bet the watch was
stolen by Bunnycroft and that it would be
found in Bunnycroft's trunk. Bunnycroft denied it and Beckley became more positive and
finally suggested that the trunk be opened.
"All right," said Bunnycroft, "you may look
in my trunk if you want to; I wish you would,
but you won't find the watch there."
And so, in the presence of several boys,
Bunnycroft' s trunk was opened and the watch
was found snugly stored away in one corner.
"I didn't know it was there," exclaimed
Bunnycroft, "I didn't know it was· there.
Somebody stole it and put it in n1y trunk just
to get rid of the blame. I'll go and tell Dad
Barnard."
With many tears the accused boy donned
his cap and started for the office to tell the
manager that someone had stolen Bills' watcfi
and had put it into his trunk; that he himselt
was innocent and that he hadn't even seen the
watch till it was found in his trunk. Bunny47

croft's flood of tears and his excited denials
of any knowledge of the watch until it was
discovered among his possessions made a deep
impression upon the boys who were left in the
cottage and when I first heard a statement of
the case I was told that the deliberate way in
which Beckley had suggested that the stolen
property might be in Bunnycroft's trunk, the
air of confidence with which he finally proposed that the trunk be opened and his "I told
you so" manner when the watch was found all
pointed to Beckley as the guilty party.
Beckley was by no means perfect. In his
two or three years at Good Will-especially
in his first year-he had done various things
not above reproach. My informant stated
that it was quite possible that Beckley stole
the watch and secreted it, and then, becoming
disturbed over the fuss that was being made,
placed it in Bunnycroft's trunk in order to
divert suspicion from himself. Of course it
was possible that Bunnycroft was the thief;
but, if so, why was he so willing and even
eager to have the trunk searched? Of course
it was possible that Beckley only guessed that
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the watch was in the trunk; but, if so, why
was he so confident that it would be found
there? When the facts, or rather, this collection of facts and fancies, had been delivered to me I said :
"If Beckley is guilty of this theft I will be
able to give a full account of it soon. I shall
spend a night at 'Alabama' in the Good Will
Pines ; Beckley shall be my comrade. He will
tell me all he knows about the watch-of
course he will." So much testimony had been
given to me that I felt confident of a prompt
and full confession from him.

II

Bills has small part in this story. He had
been at Good Will but a short time, but whenever his name was mentioned it was customary among the boys to say "Bills is all right."
He was a clean-cut boy who had won quick
favor in his new surroundings and his faithfulness had commended him to the management. He was the sole own~r of the watch
that · had mysteriously disappeared from his
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worldly effects and had at last been found in
Bunnycroft's trunk.
Beckley belonged to another type of boy.
He was of the street, streety. When he came
to Good Will he left few friends behind him.
He came to us upon the application of one who
had no interest in him except as an imperiled
boy. The argument in his behalf was as follows:
"If left where he is he will surely become a
bad man; if he goes to Good Will he may become a good man. If he lives he will become
one or the other-a power for good or for
evil. Good Will is the only hope of good for
him."
Beckley had slept where he could at nightunder carts, in hay lofts, in stables. There
was no father's hand to guide, nor was there
a mother's love to comfort and inspire. He
had picked up his support where he could, but
told me, soon after I knew him, that in all his
extremities he had never stolen-that is, he
had never stolen anything but apples out of
orchards and he'd like to see a boy that had
never done the same. There were corners to
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Beckley's half-formed character, as there are
to any boy's, but, in his case, some of the angles seemed unnecessarily sharp and the inconsistencies in life and the crudities of his
personality won but few friends. It was not
difficult to believe that Beckley took Bills'
watch so long as there was any evidence that
seemed to point that way.
If there was another boy at Good Will
whose early environment had been of the most
unfortunate type it was Bunnycroft. He, too,
was of the street, streety; he, too, was without
a father's counsel or mother's love. His larceny-theft is a better word-had not been
confined to "apples in orchards." Deserted
by those who should have loved him, he had
been mixed up in several discreditable affairs;
at last he had felt the ster!l and yet, in his case,
charitable hand of the law upon him. The
judge had said that, if the boy were sentenced
for what he had done, it must be for so long
a term that it seemed an outrage, and he would
gladly suspend judgment if the lad could be
helped at Good Will. I had made a long journey to see Bunnycroft after the appeal in his
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behalf was made. His bloodless face and pale
blue eyes were themselves an appeal; the sheriff relinquished his hold of the boy; the door
at Good Will was opened to him, but whether
for the boy's salvation or for Good Will's cpnfusion no man could tell. Boys who belong
in a reformatory do not belong at Good Will
Farm; but in all Bunnycroft's accounts of
wrong-doing he had explained that he had
been made a tool of by older and criminal
characters. His brief stay at Good Will had
not been without its indications of possible
evil ; indeed, he had already been overtaken in
dishonesty. This very fact, coupled with the
rumor that he had been light-fingered before
he came to Good Will, might make it easy for
Beckley to believe that he could fasten the
theft of the watch upon Bunnycroft by putting it in his trunk. On the other hand Bunnycroft' s previous record was proof that he
could deny a theft without a tremor and pose
as a wronged boy-the victim of some other
boy's criminal planning-without a blush.
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III

Across the Kennebec River in the Good
Will Pines is a little cottage built for summer
use only and named "Alabama"-which, being
interpreted, means "Here we Rest." But it
was discovered long ago that even in the coldest weather in winter a party of boys and a
man can have a most enjoyable time under its
roof. On more than one occasion Beckley had
been one of a party of boys at "Alabama" for
a winter frolic. It had been my custom to
say to the manager : "I'm going into the Pines
tonight and if there are three or five boys to
whom you would like to give an outing I will
take them," and then the invitation would be
given, and accepted, always for an uneven
number of boys so that in the woods there
would be an even number in games and recreation-the man being always included. It
was my plan to invite Beckley into the Pines
for the night in order to have opportunity for
a quiet and undisturbed interview which might
last one hour and which might extend to five,
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if necessary. But something happened,-just
as things will happen where there are boys.
In the early days of Good Will the boys in
Good Will Cottage reached the chambers by
going up the "back-stairs." To do this it was
necessary to go through the kitchen-an arrangement which annoyed the matron. In
order to relieve the situation an extension was
built along the north side of the kitchen just
wide enough to provide a passage-way so that
the boys could pass from their sitting-room to
the foot of the stairs without going through
the kitchen. Near the front of the "backstairs," but to the right as one descended them,
was a small cupboard, kept under lock and key
at that time because Beckley and Banton had
deposited certain souvenirs there, which, in a
kind of partnership, they had purchased and
were ready to sell.
One morning, before I had invited Beckley
to "Alabama," the matron discovered that
someone had made an attempt to open that
cupboard. In doing this a big butcher knife
had been used. The attempt to open the cupboard had not been successful, but the butcher
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knife had been left on the kitchen table, a place
where it did not belong. A bottle of ink, on
or near the cupboard, had been upset ; the contents had made a large, black pool on the bare
floor; a boy had stepped in the pool of ink and
had left tracks on the floor in a journey to the
kitchen. Only the front part of the foot and
the balls of three toes had been in the ink and
a curious succession of black spots had been
left on the floor.
When the manager's attention was called
to the situation he went into the boys' room
in Good Will Cottage, where several barefooted fellows were sitting, for it was July,
and, as he passed from one to another, he said,
"Let me see the bottom of your feet." Each
boy complied with the request. When he
came to Beckley he gave the same instructions. Beckley raised his feet-first one and
then the other. On the bottom of his left foot
there were irregular spots of ink.
"You need not leave the house, Beckley,"
said the manager, "till you hear from me
again."
In a subsequent conversation the manager
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asked Beckley at what time in the night or
morning he went through the passage-way
from the sitting-room to the foot of the stairs,
and Beckley replied that he had not been
through at all that morning or the night before; that he came down the stairs, but, instead of going through to the sitting-room,
he went out of doors.
It was at this stage of the proceedings that
the manager gave me the additional information here stated-information which seemed
to point toward Beckley. But why? He was
already suspected of taking Bills' watch, and
of placing it in Bunnycroft's trunk to divert
suspicion. It was difficult to imagine a motive for attempting to break into his own
cupboard and rob himself of his own property unless it were a craftily laid plan-an
additional one-to turn suspicion from himself. Whatever the motive of the person with
the butcher knife, there were the puddle of
ink and the footprints. It was Achan of old
who hid the wedge of gold in the hole under
his tent; it was Saul of ancient history who
declared that he had put all the cattle to
s6

death just as the cattle that he had not slain
began to low; it was Beckley-no, we were
not sure, but those ink spots were tell-tale;
they pointed directly to him. I went into the
sitting-room. Beckley was reading a book;
he looked up and smiled.
"Let me see your foot," I said, and with a
wondering, half amused expression on his face
he lifted his foot for my inspection. With an
improvised brush and some black paint, I covered the ink spots on his foot carefully and
then said:
"Now, Beckley, step on this piece of white
paper."
Beckley did as he was told, and later, as I
laid the proofs beside the prints on the floor,
it was seen that they were exactly the same.
I cannot tell how my heart ached that morning and I need not. Up to that time I had
cherished a hope that Beckley was innocent
even of the theft of the watch. I could have
hoped, at least, that if he were frightened over
a deed about which I was to interview him
that he would have withheld himself from further mischief till the first inquiry was ended.
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IV

It was just at sunset that same day, when
Beckley and I got into a boat at the swimming place and rowed across the Kennebec
River to the "Pines." He appeared just like
Beckley and no one would have suspected that
he had ink spots on his feet, proofs of which
had been carefully taken that day. I made
an honest effort to appear just like myself, but
with what success only Beckley can tell; I do
not believe, however, that he suspected the
real nature of my errand and trip across the
river that night.
"Across the river!"
Ah, how many times I have made that trip,
and for what a variety of purposes. I went
"'across the river" in r889 with Seagrave, of
Burmah, so that we might have an afternoon
undisturbed, where we could pray for each
other, for his work in Rangoon and for Good
Will with its single farmhouse and tumbledown barns-a work that must have seemed
almost to everybody a forlorn hope at best;
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"across the river" to inspect the "Pines" and
to dream of the day when they would be devoted to education and religion just as they
have been for a dozen years past; "across the
river" to dedicate the very ground to the service of God and humanity when Hezekiah
Butterworth read the poem at the close of his
address and declared, "He can who thinks he
can"; "across the river" to dedicate the auditorium which after years of vision became
reality; "across the river" to witness ball
games, tennis contests and field events; "across
the river" to preach to the great congregations-the largest that gathered for religious.
services in the county in those days, on Assembly Sundays; "across the river" to say
good-bye to Dan McDonald, the beloved, because he had been taken sick in little "Alabama" and was not going with the other eleven
boys to the "Boys' Conference" at Silver Bay,
N. Y., though it did not occur to me that it
was a last farewell for this world, or that I
would hurry back from my journey to be
present at his burial service; "across the river"
for mid-summer swim and mid-winter frolic;
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"across the river" to work and work hard and
long; "across the river" to rest or to be alone
in sorrow; for, except when the multitudes
gather there at Assembly time, it is as quiet
as in the heart of a wilderness and the soothing sigh and the tonic breath of the "Pines"
is as truly there as in the heart of the wilderness; and now I was "across the river" on a
new errand,-a strange purpose.
I need not tell all that happened that night
or all that was said : it would make a book of
many pages. We soon began to talk about
the watch, and who had stolen it and why. It
was nine o'clock and we still talked. The
nickel timepiece with its alarm attachment
which N else Burtt wound up and set one evening while two of the boys had gone after
milk, and so arranged that it would go off
close to those two boys just after we had begun to eat supper and which did not go off till
Nelse Burtt had himself forgotten all about
it, and then did go off with such a spiteful
bang and without an instant's warning that
N else was more scared than any of his intended victims-this same little timepiece ticked
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the hours away while Beckley and I discussed
the situation.
When, at last, I told him that he was suspected, he took it calmly for he had surmised
it at least an hour before, but quietly asserted
his innocence. It was long after midnight
when I reached my final argument; it was
my purpose to give him every incentive to
acknowledge the crime if he had committed
it. At length I said:
"Beckley, some of the evidence seems un.answerable and I am determined to know who
is the guilty one. If you are guilty and choose
to confess it you need not fear punishment.
Sometimes wrong-doing at Good Will is punished; sometimes it is not-it depends on the
-circumstances. Now, listen. Seven times
since I have been at Good Will-seven times
in the last fifteen years-some crime like this
has been committed. In each of these seven
cases, the boy frankly confessed the wrong;
I drew up a confession to be signed that, on a
certain day, he did thus and so and that he
had pledged himself to live from that time onward an honest life and if ever he was guilty
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of another dishonest act that his confession
might be used in the court to help prove his
dishonest character. He signed the confession and agreement in the presence of three
witnesses, though no one but the boy and I
knew what he was signing, and the paper,
having been duly witnessed, was sealed and
placed in my safe. One of the papers was
kept seven years ; two were kept five years ;
the others three or four years, and all have
been destroyed; each one of the seven boys is
now a trusted and trustworthy man.
"Now, Beckley," I continued, "if you took
the watch and attempted to open the cupboard,
if you choose to say so, I will draw up a statement to that effect; not three persons will ever
know it except ourselves; in due time the
paper will be destroyed, because I believe that
you are to become an honest man. But suppose I call in a sheriff or chief of police and
the evidence is laid before him. He will listen to it all; he will see the footprints and the
proof taken from your feet; the probability is
that he will say that the evidence is enough to
prove your guilt. If he should say this there
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is the jail or the reformatory. Now think it
over and decide."
"Well," said Beckley, "it looks now as
though I would have to go to jail. I expect
to; I haven't any evidence."
"Then, if you did it," I ventured, "why
don't you confess it and save yourself?"
Beckley's lip quivered; the tears started
down his cheeks as he exclaimed :
"How can I say I did a thing that I didn't
do?"
I had never seen such a light in his face,
such strength in his plain features; it seemed
to me as though Beckley was transformed then
and there.
"You see," he continued, "that I'll have to
go. There are footprints that I can't explain
and there are some other things that seem to
point to me. There was somebody in the
reading-room with me in Good Will Cottage,
that morning, and if I could think who it was
I could prove that I didn't know anything
about the watch till it was found in Bunnycroft's trunk. I was reading and I heard the
boys talking in the kitchen. They talked
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louder and faster and I thought there was
some excitement, so I left the reading-room
and went out there and somebody got up and
went with me, but I don't know who it wasI can't think. When we got into the kitchen
they told us that they had opened Bunnycroft's
trunk and found the watch in it, and that
Bunnycroft had begun to cry and said that
somebody had put it in his trunk and that he
was going to tell Dad Barnard, and he had
gone. That's all I know."
A little later we said "good-night," but not
till after I had told him that I had not a doubt
of his innocence.
"There is a thing I'd like to ask you before
I go to sleep," he said, and I told him to ask.
"Will you get this thing all straightened out
before the Assembly opens, which is two weeks
from now, because if you can I want to make
some money in the Pines?"
"I don't know whether I can or not," I replied, "but I give you permission now, Beckley, to do your part in the Assembly whether
this is all straightened out or not."
"Oh, I can't do that," he said, "I simply
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can't be there with this hanging over me and
anyone suspecting me of dishonesty. Can you
fi:x it?"
"I'll do my best," I said.
"And there is ohe other thing. If this is
all cleared up will you be willing that I should
stay over in the Pines through the Assembly
and pay a dollar a day at the dining-hall as
others do ? I know I can make money enough
to do it."
"But why, Beckley?" I said.
"Well, at the last Assembly, I got a tip one
day of twenty-five cents and I spent it for a
supper in the dining-hall. It was very nice
to be there with the fellows. I'd like to do it
all the while this year. I can pay."
"Yes," I said, "you may do it, Beckley, and
further than that, I will make a discount of
just fifty per cent. on your board bill. It's
the only board bill that will be discounted this
year in the Assembly."
Then we slept.
Early the next morning I was interviewing
a boy here and there at Good Will. I came
across Lincoln Bicknell. Lincoln Bicknell was
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as truthful a boy as ever lived. It occurred
to me that he might, through mere chance,
have seen or heard something that would help
straighten out a perplexing affair. But, quite
as much for the sake of a conversation as for
information, I accosted him.
"Link, you have heard about the trouble
over Bills' watch and other things. Now,
suppose I tell you that I have spent hours on
this case, determined to find out who did the
wrong, and suppose I tell you that I have got
together considerable evidence, and suppose I
tell you that every bit of testimony I have
heard and every bit of evidence I have secured
points directly to Link Bicknell as the guilty
boy. What do you say?"
Link looked at me out of eyes brimming
with fun, and with a roguish little laugh, he
said:
"I don't know what I would say, I'm sure."
He seemed to think that such an idea as I
had suggested was about as ludicrous as could
be well imagined, and it was.
"You're all right, Link; I only asked for
the sake of asking," I said, "but you have
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heard about the affair, I suppose, and if you
can throw any light on the matter I hope you
will do it. That's all." .
"I'd be glad to tell you about it if I knew
anything to tell," said Link, "but all I know
is that one morning I was in the sitting-room
in Good Will Cottage reading. All of the
other boys were out of the room except Beckley; he was in there reading, too. I heard
some of the boys out in the kitchen talking
loudly and there seemed to be some excitement, so Beckley and I went out to see what
was the matter. The boys said that they had
opened Bunnycroft's trunk and found Bills'
watch in it-the watch that had been stolen.
The fellows claimed that, before the trunk
was opened, Bunnycroft said they might open
it if they wanted to but they'd find no watch
there, and, when the watch was found, he
began to cry and said he didn't put it there and
he'd go and tell Dad Barnard. He had gone
when Beckley and I went into the kitchen."
"Didn't Beckley propose that Bunnycroft's
trunk be opened?" I asked.
"He couldn't have done it," said Link, "for
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he wasn't out there; he was in the readingroom and had been for ·some time."
I said in my heart, ''If Beckley could only
think who it was that sat in the reading-room
with him that morning he could prove that he
knew nothing about the affair till the watch
had been found. Well! well!"

v
The first full day of the Good Will Assembly had come. A cool, quickening breeze was
blowing from the northwest hills across the
Kennebec River into the Pines, lifting the
flaps of the canvas tents, gently swinging the
pine branches and seeming to give new vigor
to everybody and every animate thing. It is
the way the breezes act in the Good Will Pines.
A few visitors had already arrived, coming in
by team from the surrounding country or
from the early train that arrives from the
north at the little station at Good Will. Those
who had stopped in the Pines the night before
were moving about here and there with cheerful greetings for one another; there was an
air of expectancy everywhere. The boys were
saymg:
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"It will be the best Assembly yet," and they
were much in evidence. The waiters were on
hand busily performing their duties, so that
they might attend the introductory service at
10.30, and, if possible, be present at the flagraising which always followed the opening
meeting. · Occasionally a visiting boy might
be seen making his way, with tennis racket,
through the Pines toward the courts, or with
bat and mask toward the athletic field. Beckley was on hand with things to sell, for he was
to make money enough to pay for board and
lodging in the Pines for ten days and something besides, if possible. The janitor was
putting finishing touches on the Auditorium,
through which the morning breeze seemed to
get a new impetus as it blew through wideopen doors and windows into the woods beyond. The Judge-white-haired and genial
-who was to give one of the opening addresses, strolled leisurely down Clinton Avenue, one of the most frequented walks in the
Pines, and sat down in an easy chair that
stood on the carpet of pine-needles, in front
of "Alabama."
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"I've nothing to do for the next ten minutes but breathe in this northwest breeze," I
said to the Judge, as I joined him and sat
down in a nearby chair. "I'm waiting now
for the up-train and the speakers."
We had been talking a moment when Beckley passed us. He was alone. He touched
his cap as he passed us and with a smile said
"Good morning."
"Did you see that boy, Judge?" I said. "I
wonder if I have time to tell you something
about him? There is a case in point. You
just asked me if I ever come over here. I
have been over in this cottage with him, and
neither of us will soon forget it."
Then I told the Judge the story I have told
you-the theft of the watch; the rumor that
Beckley seemed to know that it would be found
in Bunnycroft's trunk; the discovery of the
watch; Bunnycroft's denial of all knowledge
of how it came there; my night in "Alabama"
with Beckley; Link Bicknell's testimony; Beckley's inability to account for the footprints;
my own inability to account for them in any
way except that Beckley, on that morning,
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which was like any other to him, might have
gone through the passage-way and have made
no mental record of it, just as we do a thousand things a day, never to be recalled; how
Beckley had asked if he could stop in the Assembly and sell his wares and my permission
for him to do it, and closed by saying:
"That boy who passed us a few minutes ago
is Beckley."
The Judge had listened attentively to all
that I said. I finished and we sat a moment
in silence. Then the Judge moved. Deliberately as was his custom in doing anything,
he put his thumb and finger into his vest pocket
and pushed them down to the bottom. When
thumb and finger came out there were some
greenbacks between them.
"There,"said the Judge, as though he were
rendering a verdict in a case duly tried before
him, "there are two dollar bills. You tell
that boy you have stated the case clearly to
me and in full; that I have listened to all the
evidence and that I say that I believe him to
be absolutely innocent of the wrong. Pay
that dollar bill toward his board at the dining
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hall; give this dollar to him and tell him it is
from me, and say to him that I will buy some
of his wares before 'l leave the grounds."
I soon found Beckley. He was near the
Auditorium. I delivered the Judge's message, word for word, as nearl:y as I could, and
closed by saying, "I have paid one dollar for
you at the dining-hall; here is the other dollar."
The tears stood in Beckley's eyes ; he
dropped his head for a moment, and quivered
as he said:
"Tell the Judge I thank him, and pay the
other dollar at the dining-hall, too; then it
will be almost half paid."
Then he reached out and grasped my hand.
VI
The Assembly was ended. Some of the
boys had gone away for an August vacation
and the vacation days were near an end. The
heat was intense. I was at Good Will and
word came to me that a boy was sick at Fogg
Cottage. It was Beckley. I made my way
up the stairs to his room. He was lying on
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the bed, slightly feverish and in some pain.
I was relieved to find that his ailment was
trifling and that he would be about the next
·day. I chatted with him a few minutes and
then said:
"I must go now, Beckley," but bending over
him I added, "Beckley, I believe the real crisis
is past and we have an honest man in you; the
crisis was that night when you were tested and
said, 'How can I say I did a thing that I did
not do?' Yes, Beckley, I think the crisis is
passed. You have been a different boy from
that date."
"I think so, too," said Beckley.

*

*

*

*

*

*

Three months had passed since Bills' watch
was stolen and Bunnycroft wept, and Beckley,
through some unaccountable rumor among the
boys, was suspected of the crime. The manager came to me and said :
"I am sorry to say it, but stealing has broken out again in Good Will Cottage and it is
just like the stealing that broke out in that
cottage last summer."
"It can't be Beckley," I said, "for he has
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been transferred to the Buckminster, and you
remember I said, at the time he was promoted,
that further theft in that cottage would be
additional evidence that some other boy than
he was guilty."
When I reached Good Will Cottage, Bunnycroft had already confessed that he had taken
the money which had been missed. In my
interview with him I said: "Bunnycroft, you
have told the matron that you took the
money?"
"Yes, sir," said Bunnycroft.
"But you denied it at first and said you
didn't know anything about it?"
"Yes, sir."
"Why did you say that you didn't do it?"
"I suppose-I-thought-I-had got to
make some excuse."
"And you said you didn't take Bills' watch
last summer. Why did you say that?"
"Well, I suppose I thought, then, that I had
-got to--make some-kind of an ex-"
A few days later, Bunnycroft ran away from
Good Will; he took another twelve-year-old
boy with him. They were gone over night.
The next day I met Beckley.
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"Did you know that 'those fellows have got
back?" he asked.
"Yes," I replied, "and I am going to do
something, but what can I do to help Bunnycroft and the other fellow?"
"I don't know, I'm sure," said Beckley.
"Well, I know," I replied. "I haven't taken
a boy across my knee for about three years.
Some people don't believe in corporal punishment; I don't believe in it myself except in
some cases. But here is a case where I believe
in it. That I don't believe in it much, is evident if I don't take a boy in that way but once
in three years."
"But it's not quite three years since you
took a boy across your knee," suggested Beckley, "It's only two years and a half. I was
the last boy."
"I had forgotten that you were the boy.
What was it for?" I asked.
"For running away," said Beckley.
"Did it do you any good?"
"I don't know, I'm sure,-I never ran away
again."
The next day Bunnycroft was in the office.
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In the presence of two witnesses he lay across
my knee and I administered the treatment
which Solomon approved but modern science
condemns and which sickly sentiment says is
brutal. Bunnycroft did what the chastised
criminal of any age does-writhed and begged
for deliverance.

*

*

*

*

*

*

Day before yesterday I wanted to speak to
Bunnycroft. He was in school and I sent a
messenger for him. A few minutes after the
messenger left there was a knock and I opened
the door to see who was there. It was Bunnycroft. He entered the room. The color of
the rose was in his lips which had once seemed
so bloodless; the blush of health was on his
fair cheeks. He turned those pale-blue eyes
up toward mine, with a smile which betokened
not only confidence in my friendship but vastly
more than that, I think, and with a smiling
face said, "It's some different now, my coming
to you, from what it used to be."
"Different in what way, Bunnycroft ?"
"I don't do the things I used to do."
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DUG DUDLEY'S DELIVERANCE
Douglass Dudley was all right. From the
day he reached Good Will, three hours late,
because he saw fit to get off the train at Fairfield instead of coming to Good Will Farm,
he seemed to assume that I was his friend;
that I wanted his friendship immensely; that
there was no one in the wide world I had
rather see than him. There were not many
boys at Good Will in those days. Douglass
Dudley was in the first family ever formed
there. He soon knew each of the boys and
was favorably known by each. It was not to
be expected that his cottage mates would stand
upon the formality of so dignified a name as
Douglass J. Dudley, and so, in an unusually
short space of time, Douglass J. Dudley was
contracted and he was known by everybody
on the Farm as "Dug Dudley." If this were
not short enough to suit the occasion he would
promptly ans~er to "Dug"-simply "Dug."
Dug's Good Will days passed rapidly after77

the first few hours of homesickness were over.
The days grew into years, nor did he say
much about ever leaving his home there until
he was nearly eighteen.
"When I leave here," said Dug to me one
day, "I am willing to go anywhere it is best
for me to go except to Beecham City; I don't
want to go there."
"Why not?" I asked, for it was natural that
Dug should desire to return to the city ef his
nativity.
"Everybody I know, pretty much, lives in
Beecham City except the folks at Good Will.
The fellows I used to be with are still there.
We used to be in all sorts of mischief. I
smoked more cigar stubs than you could count
and that's why I ain't any taller; they stopped
my growth. Now, if I should go back there,
the fellows would find me out and they would
think me stuck up if I didn't go with them,
and that wouldn't be pleasant, so I'd rather
be somewhere else-that's all. Anywhere but
Beecham City."
And so for a time it looked as though
Beecham City was not to be graced by Dug's
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presence and his argument certainly sounded
reasonable. But later he told me that he had
reconsidered the matter and had concluded
that he was strong enough to go back to
Beecham City and to attend to his own affairs
and let the fellows attend to theirs-a decision
which might be argued at great length as there
was much to be said on either side. The day
came for "Dug" to go and he went. He had
been at Good Will a full six years.
Upon reaching Beecham City, Dug conducted himself for the most part with credit.
He was industrious on week days; attended
church on Sundays; joined a Bible class and
seemed to care little for the old associates
whom he had feared would prove too strong
for him. He boarded with Mrs. Francis on
Strawberry street, and assured me that whenever I visited Beecham City his room was ever
at my disposal. "It won't look bad in the
papers to see that the Supervisor of Good Will
Farm is the guest of Mr. Douglass J. Dudley
on Strawberry street," said Dug, smilingly,
and I admitted that it would be as satisfactory
to me as it could possibly be to him. So on
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one or two occasions I visited him; occupied
his pleasant room; met Mrs. Francis, who had
become much attached to him; and also saw
her adopted daughter, Harriet, who was five
or six years old, though these visits were probably not regarded as of sufficient importance
to merit a dignified "personal" such as Dug
had suggested might appear in the Beecham
City dailies.
The longer Dug boarded with Mrs. Francis, the more contented he seemed with his lot
and the stronger did her attachment for him
become, until when I made my last call there,
I could easily have fancied that the grayhaired Mrs. Francis was his fond mother instead of a childless widow,-Harriet having
been adopted, and Dug the only boarder for
whom there was room in the house.
"I hate to leave," said Dug to me one day,
"for she has made it just like home for me
and I like little Harriet, but I've got just the
job I want in Massachusetts and I'm going
to start Monday~ That means good-bye to
Beecham City."
Monday came; Dug said good-bye to Mrs.
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Francis, to little Harriet, to his Bible teacher
and the few friends he had won, took a tacit
farewell of Beecham City's twenty thousand
inhabitants and boarded the train for Boston.
Dug went to a position which he hoped to
hold a year; he staid three years and won
friends. He had united with a church, had
his life insured in favor of Good Will in the
event of his death, started a savings bank account, and had a good showing on the credit
side when an opportunity offered itself in the
West and he left Massachusetts for an indefinite period. He had been in the West, or at
least we supposed he had, for three years at
least, when Mrs. Francis of Strawberry street,
Beecham City, Maine, answered the ring of
her doorbell one morning and upon opening
the letter which the postman had handed her,
read the following :
Beecham City, Me., March 9, 190
Dear Mrs. Francis:
I have come back to Beecham City and
am out of work and have no money. I
had got to have some and last night I got
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into your house and took seven dollars
out of your purse in the bureau drawer.
I hated to do it but I had to.
Respectfully yours,
DuG DuDLEY.

I have said that Mrs. Francis was startled
by this letter; it was worse than this-she
was dumbfounded. Had the note been dated
"April first" instead of March 9 or any other
day in the year-but no, it was March 9 and
appeared to be anything but a joke. As soon
as she had recovered herself she went to the
bureau drawer, opened it, took out the purse
and counted the bills. It was as she feared;
it was also in accord with the statement in
Dug Dudley's letter-the contents of the purse
were seven dollars short.
It was a hard, sad day for Mrs. Francis.
She had been so fond of Dug that it seemed
almost incredible that he should have robbed
her; but he had been a long time a member of
the family, almost like a son to her. He knew
where she kept the money; he doubtless knew
what key would admit him to the house; he
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surely would not have robbed her unless in
the greatest distress. Perhaps when he got
out of difficulty and found work again he
would pay the amount back in some way as
unexpected as that in which he had taken it.
She decided to share the knowledge of her loss
with no one but Harriet and wait in hopes that
Dug Dudley would yet right himself. Harriet had little to say; but the discovery of her
friend Dug's perfidy made her very thoughtful.
A week passed. Mrs. Francis had recovered from the first shock of the theft of money
she could ill afford to lose and was ·getting
over the feeling she had experienced upon
hearing that a robber had been in her housea feeling which one must experience to understand-when the morning's mail brought her
a second letter from Dug Dudley. It read
thus:
Beecham City, March 16, 190 .
Dear Mrs. Francis :
I hain't got any work yet. I needed
more money and last night I entered your
house again about midnight and took two
dollars. I needed more. I am keeping
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out of sight and shall leave Beecham City
in a day or two.
Yours truly,
DuG DuDLEY.
It took but a moment for Mrs. Francis to
hasten to the bureau, examine her purse and
convince herself that the letter told the truth.
Two dollars had disappeared from her little
store of cash in the night. This was bad
enough, but to be robbed the second time by
a former member of her household and one
she had admired, as she had admired Dug
Dudley, was more than she could quietly bear.
Harriet was as much surprised as she was and
in full sympathy with her in her grief not only
for the loss of the money, but the way of its
go mg.
At noon that day Mrs. Francis saw Mr.
Brooks, the secretary of the Beecham Young
Men's Christian Association, passing her
house. Brooks was a near neighbor; had
been interested in Dug Dudley when he came
to the city; had secured board for him with
Mrs. ·Francis and in many ways showed ·an
interest in the boy.
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Mrs. Francis rushed from the house and
said, "Mr. Brooks, I must tell you something."
She then related to him her experiences and
explained the loss of the nine dollars, through
Dug Dudley's perfidy.
"It doesn't seem possible that Dug Dudley
could have done it," exclaimed Mr. Brooks.
"I know it," said Mrs. Francis, "it doesn't,
but I have his letters and there can't be any
mistake."
"Are you sure that Dug Dudley wrote the
letters?" asked Secretary Brooks.
"I don't remember Dug's handwriting," replied Mrs. Francis, "but I don't see who else
it could have been. W auld you know whether
it is his handwriting?"
"I think I would," said the secretary.
"I will get the letters," said Mrs. Francis,
and, returning a moment later, she said, "Here
they are, now tell me."
Mr. Brooks looked at one letter, then at the
other; he scanned them earnestly and at last
said with apparent reluctance, "Mrs. Francis,
I think you are right. As near as I can remember the handwriting is like Dug Dudley's.
I am sorry."
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In a somewhat prolonged interview it was
arranged that Secretary Brooks should place
the matter in the hands of a city officer, in citizen's dress, who knew Dug Dudley personally,
and who would be able to ascertain whether
Dug was in Beecham City at that time. Mrs.
Francis decided to put what money she had
left in some other part of the house for safety
and wondered why she had not done so after
the first theft had been committed; but 'tis said
that "Lightning never strikes twice in the same
place," and it did not occur to her that Dug
Dudley would attempt to pilfer from her treasury the second time.
Three or four days later, just as the city
official was reporting to Mr. Brooks that, to
the best of his knowledge, Dug Dudley was
not in the city, and had not been for years,
Mrs. Francis received a third letter. It was
the same handwriting; the same kind of stationery was used, and, alas, for Mrs. Francis'
peace of mind, it read :
Beecham City, March 23, 190 .
Dear Mrs. Francis:
I can't get anything to do; I am going
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to Massachusetts to get work. I took five
dollars of your money in the china closet
last night. I will pay it back as soon as
I get work. ·
Yours truly,
DuG DunLEY.
It was nearly a week after the receipt of the
third letter when Mr. Brooks called upon Mrs.
Francis and said :
"Did it ever occur to you, Mrs. Francis, that
your daughter Harriet might have taken the
money?"
"Mr. Brooks!" exclaimed the shocked
woman.
"Yes?" said Mr. Brooks, apologetically.
"My -daughter Harriet! Do you think I
brought up my daughter Harriet to steal, and
to lie to me-do you think it?"
"No, indeed," replied Mr. Brooks, kindly,
"I do not hink it for a moment, but strange
things happen sometimes and I wondered if
you had thought of it. Did you know that
Harriet spent an evening at the opera house
about the time the money was taken?"
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"Yes, I did know it," replied Mrs. Francis,
"and I knew that her Sunday School teacher
paid for the tickets for herself and the other
girls."
"Did you know that she rode home from
the performance at the opera house, in a public carriage?" asked Mr. Brooks.
"I did, and the Sunday School teacher paid
for the carriage hire-Harriet told me all
about it," replied Mrs. Francis.
"But I have talked with Harriet's Sunday
School teacher about the matter and she says
that she has not been to the opera house this
winter, she has furnished no ticket for Harriet or any members of her class and she has
paid no carriage hire for anyone," said Mr.
Brooks.
It was then that Harriet-Mrs. Francis'
adopted daughter-was called into the room,
and after listening to what her mother and
Mr. Brooks had to say, promptly acknowledged that she had taken the money from the
purse and, in order to divert suspicion from
herself, had written the three notes and signed
Dug's name to each.
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I have tried to imagine the outcome of it all
had Harriet confined her pilferings to the first
five dollars and her forgery to the first letter
to which she signed Dug Dudley's name; I
have tried to fancy what might have happened had Dug Dudley chanced to appear in
Beecham City about the time of the first theft,
if he had not called on Mrs. Francis at once;
I have tried to figure out how Dug's name
might have been smirched for life, but it is
quite beyond me,-I have no imagination.
But to me there is something strangely pathetic in the situation as it was for a few days
-Dug Dudley, a self-confessed thief by his
own handwriting, in Beecham City, Maine,
while in the far West the same Dug Dudley
was all unconscious that his name was thrice
coupled with bold, petty thefts. As a boy he
had been in peril ; Good Will protected and
sheltered him. As a young man his reputation was in peril, but Harriet Francis overshot
the mark, or shot too many times, and it was
a peculiar deliverance. Dug Dudley is still in
the West ; to this day he does not know that
his name was ever mentioned in connection
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with the thefts at his old boarding place on
Strawberry street, Beecham City, nor does he
know that Mrs. Francis, the motherly woman
who was so kind to him in his first years away
from Good Will, has ever been robbed.
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A DINNER WITH CONTENTMENT
"To him who in the love of Nature" takes
his rod and reel on his visits to the woods the
month of March is the trying time. The days
between the vernal equinox and the hour to
cast the first line are a period of restlessness
and discontent. The chances are ten to one
that the man has a fever. The symptoms
may be apparent to all his friends, or he may
succeed in concealing his real condition and
no one suspect that he is afflicted. The symptoms are numerous and varied.
The patient stands at his office window and
looks off into space. He is not gazing at anything in particular; but he sees the deep, dark
hole in the stream where he hooked that twopound creature of grace and rainbow spots a
a year ago--the biggest trout he ever caught;
or perchance he has a vision of the great rock
and the thick woods behind it, past which he
was gliding in the canoe when that four-pound
bass snapped his hook with a vengeance that
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told him there was a battle royal on his hands,
and he sees the fierce warrior of the pond lying
at his feet. That's a symptom.
Mayhap he takes down his rod from the
brackets on the wall where it has rested, scarcely noticed, since last August, and carefully inspects it; gets out his flies, phantoms, lines,
reels, hooks and what not and notes the things
which are lacking if he were to take another
trip. Such conduct is a symptom; the man
has the fever.
He asks you if you went fishing last summer, where you went and why. He tells how
many trout he caught in one day, the size of
the largest one and how he succeeded in landing him; he makes some statements that seem
a trifle wild-statements as to the number and
weight of his catch, and you gravely question
his memory, but he assures you .that it's a fact,
actual fact, and he can prove it. This garrulousness is not a disease; it's only a symptom.
I presume that occasionally a man may be
found who at this period, between vernal equinox and the opening of the season, is troubled
as I am with a numbness of the fingers which
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causes a deal of inconvenience and restlessness
-a numbness which nothing but the touch of
angle worms will cure, and even then the remedy must be administered in the woods beside
some lake or stream if not in an open boat;
and a rod, a reel, yards of fish-line and sometimes an assortment of flies and other paraphernalia become essential to a cure.
On the twenty-fourth day of last March I
was suddenly attacked with the numbness
.above just described. It seemed a hopeless
case because the ice in the Kennebec River
was two feet thick ; every lake and pond in
Maine was covered with a similar barrier to
fishing, and as for angle worms, why, the frost
in the ground was three feet deep at the least.
The remedy could not be procured; if available it could not be used. I looked about for
relief and decided I would spend a couple of
nights at "Alabama." Alabama is a little cottage in the Pines across the Kennebec from
my office. With the aid of a megaphone conversation can be easily carried on between the
office and Alabama. One may ask what advantage there can be in spendir.lg one's time
in a cottage or camp so near home.
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Well, one of the benefits is the change of
atr. The atmosphere at Good Will is something to be thankful for-so pure and bracing
has it proved to be; but the air on the opposite
bank of the Kennebec is different. Just why
I cannot tell, any more than I can tell why the
air in your room with three windows and two
doors open is not outdoor air; but it isn't. It
is pure and the circulation is good; if the wind
is blowing through the windows and doors the
circulation may be positively furious, but as
long as you stay in that room you are in the
house; there is a floor under you, and a roof
over you, and walls about you; to get outdoor
air and that delightful quality that characterizes it, you must go out of doors. Once there,
if only six feet from the house, you get outdoor air and its benefits.
There is such a difference between the air
at Good Will and that at the Pines. There is
also a difference in the sounds and the silence.
At Good Will one notices the silence of night
-night in the open fields; at Alabama it is the
silence of the woods asleep--asleep in the dark.
Three boys were to accompany me ;-Billy
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Blitz, Lucius Benton, whom we call "Luce" for
convenience, and Manly Brinkton. We were
to meet at Alabama at four-thirty in the afternoon, start a fire and prepare for a six o'clock
dinner. For all practical purposes supper
would have done as well; but there is a sound
of quality about a "six o'clock dinner" that
does not pertain to an ordinary supper which'
comes at the end of the day's work. We found
on our arrival at Alabama that the party last
stopping in the little cottage had left things
ship-shape. I was a member of that party myself and had a vague impression as I started
for this little outing that there were some deficiencies in the kitchen equipment; but as I
could not recall what was lacking it was useless to attempt to remedy the defect.
"Here are four cups and four saucers," said
Luce Benton, as he began to take an account of
kitchen and dining-room stock-"just enough
to go round; we're all right there."
"Here are four knives and four forks," continued Luce, "only one of the knives ain't much
but the handle-the blade's broke off."
"And here's three spoons," said Billy;
"we're short a spoon, ain't we?"
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No one was able to devise any plan by which
three spoons could be equally divided between
four; nor could they, by any amount of scheming, arrange so that three and a third knives
could be fairly apportioned between four individuals; but it was decided by lot that Manly
Brinkton should cook the dinner, Luce Benton
should set the table, and Billy Blitz should
wash the dishes. Luce was duly cautioned
that the table was a "folding table" and that a
spring underneath its bed, intended to keep
two of the legs in place, was broken and that
unless great care were taken the legs might
cave in and let everything on the table down
in a crash, and then, as Billy Blitz remarked,
"where .would we be?"
Things went swimmingly for a time. The
two boys were very helpful and lent a hand
to Brinkton as he prepared the meal. Canned
peas were warmed up; the slices of bread were
prepared for the toasting iron; the frying-pan
was made ready for the eight eggs-two for
each-though later it was discovered by a
hearty protest from Billy Blitz that his portion must be boiled-soft boiled. The coffee
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in a two-quart milk can simmered merrily on
the back of the stove ; the coffee pot was not
because some one had lost it.
"Here's the last egg done to a T," said
Brinkton, "somebody hold that plate so I can
put it on it."
"Here you are," said Billy Blitz, as he held
the plate at a convenient distance from stove
,and the frying-pan; but as Brinkton attempted
to make the transfer the egg trembled for a
second on the knife blade and then fell to the
floor.
"Look at that," exclaimed Luce Benton,
who had watched the clumsy proceeding from
the dining-room door, "see how you've spoiled
that egg."
"Never mind," said Billy Blitz, "I don't
think it much hurt, I'll eat that one myself,"
and no one objected to that disposition of the
unfortunate morsel.
"How many slices of toast shall I make?"
asked Manly Brinkton five minutes later, as
he glanced at one slice beautifully browned
lying on the plate where he just placed it, and
putting another piece of bread into the toaster
deposited it on the hot stove.
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"Four pieces will be all we want," said Benton, and all agreed he was right because there
were other things besides toast. Just then
Billy Blitz gave out a riddle and was compelled to give the answer himself, as no one ·
could guess it.
"I'll give you a riddle," said Brinkton, as
he turned his back to the stove and the bread
in the toaster for a minute, "a riddle that I
bet you can't any of you guess. There was a
man. He took a-"
"What are you doing?" cried Luce Benton;
"see that," and pointed to black smoke curling
up from the toaster.
"Well, I'll be jiggered," said Brinkton solemnly, as he seized the toaster and turned the
blackened side of the toast upward, "who'd a
thought 'twas so hot? Never mind, fellows,"
he said an instant later, "I'll eat that piece myself; 'twon't be so very bad."
After one more slice had been delicately
browned we sat down to the table-the table
of uncertain stability on account of the broken
spring beneath-and were ready for our six
o'clock dinner of eggs and toast, green peas,
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preserved pears, coffee, fruit and contentment.
"Ready for coffee?" asked Billy Blitz. The
two-quart can was brought and the stopper
removed.
There's a lot of grounds on top," said Billy,
"and I don't know how to get rid of them.
Yes, I do, too, they'll come off into the first
cup and I'll take that cup myself. 'Twon't
make much difference."
So the coffee was poured-a rich, clear fluid
for the rest of us, a mixture of grounds and
water for Billy.
"Say, we've had some mighty good teachers, haven't we?" queried Luce Benton.
"I should say you had," I replied, approving
the sentiment of the boy's question.
"John B. Hanscom is a good teacher," he
continued, "and so is Henry H. Hart. Charles
Chapman was all right, too; but I shouldn't
think it was just the right thing for a teacher
to hit a fellow on the head with his fist, should
you?"
"No," I replied, "I shouldn't think that was
just the thing to do."
"That's what Mr. Chapman did," said Benton earnestly.
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"You mean he used his hands, cuffed a boy's
ears or something like that?" I suggested.
"No, sir/' exclaimed Benton, with startling
emphasis, "No, sir, he thumped with his fists
so," and he illustrated by hitting the side of
his head with his knuckles."
"Sure?" I queried.
"Yes, sir, I am sure; it was my head he
thumped, I ought to know."
"Is that so?" I said; "what did he do that
for?"
" 'Cause-I --couldn't-get-my -lesson,"
said Benton, slowly and emphatically.
"Because you wouldn't get your lesson?" I
ventured, inquiringly.
"No, sir; because I couldn't get my lesson."
"I noticed, though," said Billy Blitz, who
had been listening with close attention to all
that was said ; "I noticed, though, that you did
get your lesson-got it in a hurry as soon as
your head was thumped."
Benton blushed and smiled, but it was with
a downward look-the smile of the vanquished
and the triumphant, for he remarked that he
did get his lesson and at the same time Billy
had downed him in argument.
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"I'd like to ask you a question," said Luce
Benton, looking across the table.
When I had expressed my willingness to
listen he said, "Is it wicked for everybody to
smoke?"
"It is not for me to say who can wisely and
rightly smoke and who cannot. It might not
be wrong for me to smoke a cigar tonight, but
it would be wrong, wicked, for either of you
boys to do it. I got my growth long ago;
my constitution is settled; my nervous system
is adjusted. Quite likely I could smoke tonight and again tomorrow and so on without
injury; but you boys are growing. The next
four years your lungs ought to nearly double
in size; your heart ought to double in weight;
your brains ought to be in the best possible
condition for the getting of an education. All
authorities agree that smoking is harmful for
boys-growing boys. It is wicked for a boy
to do anything that will stunt his growth,
physical, mental or moral. And so whether
it will be wrong for you to smoke ten years
from now I-"
"Excuse me for interrupting you," said
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Benton, "say, Brinkton, did you salt these
eggs?"
"Well, there," exclaimed the young cook,
"I never so much as thought of salt from the
time I commenced."
"All right," replied Benton, "I'll do it for
all of you." Taking the salt bottle he gently
sprinkled the salt, or intended to, but the perforated top came off and the contents fell on
one of the eggs and hid it.
"Well, I'll be jig-never mind, fellows. It's
an accident and I'm to blame, but I'll eat the
salt one myself, the others are all right," said
Benton.
"Who is going to get along without a
spoon?" I asked.
"I am," said Brinkton, as he stirred his
coffee vigorously with his fork and smiled,
"spoons ain't much consequence anyway. I
borrowed Billy's before he used it just to get
the sugar with, and now I'm all right."
"How do you like your eggs?" I inquired
of Benton, for I noticed a rueful expression
on his usually smiling face as he swallowed
another mouthful of the salted egg.
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"I wish someone would pour me a cup oi
water and do it quick," he replied, not appearing to notice my question. "What would we
do without water? I'm awfully thirsty."
Then there was a moment of silence. Blitz
cut off the edge of the fried egg which had
made its way to the floor and thence to the
table; cut off a bit of the ragged edge which
seemed in some way to remind him of its journey, and put it one side; Billy Blitz drank his
coffee, leaving a surprising depth of grounds
in the bottom of the cup, an indication that he
could credit himself with a scant half cup of
drink; Brinkton tried several experiments with
his slice of black toast, crunching one morsel
of it dry, moistening a small piece with broth
from the green peas, and dipping the crust into
his coffee for variety's sake.
"Oh," said Brinkton, as he made an attempt
to convey some sugar to his coffee cup on the
brief remnant of the broken knife's blade,
"what was you going to say when Benton interrupted you about salting the eggs? Wasn't
you going to say something more?"
"There's another question I'd like to ask,"
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said Benton.
"Is it ever right for a fellow
to drink-say whisky or something of the kind
-if he only takes a very little?"
"Well, boys, you have heard me say it before, I think, all of you, but I'll say it again.
If a fellow wants to be a drunkard; if he wants
to have a drunkard's wretched experiencelive a drunkard's life and die a drunkard's
death-then he has got to take his first drink,
and that must be followed sooner or later with
another. To become a drunkard one must begin to drink, there's no other way."
Brinkton crunched the driest, blackest pieee
of toast and gave his coffee another vigorous
stir with his fork. There was something he
wanted to say.
"On the other hand," I continued, "if a
fellow wants to escape the experiences of the
drunkard, if he wants to be always upright,
sober, manly, the safe way is never to take the
first drink, however small."
"If you get too much salt on an egg 'tain't
worth much, is it ?" remarked Benton meditatively.
No one replied : it was only the thought in
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Benton's heart and called for no comment
from us.
"If it had not been for strong drink I s'pose
I would not be here now," said Billy Blitz
thoughtfully. Both of the boys looked straight
at him.
"Was your father a drunkard, Billy?" I
asked. "I'd forgotten that he was."
"I don't know that he was a drunkard," said
Billy Blitz, "I don't know much about him
anyway. But I know that it was much drinking that made me homeless and that's how I
came here. I ought to have had a home."
"It's the same with me," remarked Benton.
"I'd never been here only because of drink."
"I'd forgotten that your father drank. If
he was a drunkard I didn't know it. Was he?"
"Oh, no," he replied; "father didn't drink,
but he committed suicide because my mother
did."
A hush fell upon our little group at the
table. It seemed as though a great shadow
had entered "Alabama" and hovered near us
-the shadow of unspeakable suffering and
death. There was silence again for a moment.
Then Manly Brinkton spoke :
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"So far as I know there is not a relative of
mine on my father's side or my mother's side .
that drinks or ever drank. I don't see how
any one can do it. I despise it. There was
one man in the town where I came from that
always seemed meaner to me than any other
man who lived there. He seemed mean to
me-awfully mean-because I was told that
he used to sell rum, sold rum just to make
money and made drunkards. I hate it and I
hate the taste of it and I-"
"I thought you said you had never tasted
it," said Benton, "and how do you know how
it tastes?"
"Oh, I can tell by the looks of it," said
Brinkton, "by the looks of it, and by the way
a man's breath smells."
"Boys," I said, "this is about an average.
Here are three of you, each was in need of a
home. Two of you were made homeless by
strong drink. Among all the boys I know
best I think that average holds-two out of
three of all who have suffered want and been
made homeless owe it to strong drink-to what
we call the liquor traffic. Have you had a
good dinner, boys?"
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"I have," said Billy Blitz, "that coffee was
good, if it did have grounds in it."
"I have," said Manly Brinkton, "and we'll
have some more toast for breakfast. It's good
when it's well done."
"I have," said Lucius Benton, "I'd like to
stay out here a month, but I'd want a lot of
water on hand. Pour me a cup of it, please.
Salt eggs make a fellow thirsty."
"So have I," was the brief testimony which
came from my heart. "We needed only a few
more dishes. If each of us could have had a
spoon, if there had been knives enough to go
around, if the toast had not been burned, if
Billy could have escaped the coffee grounds,
if Lucius had been more prudent in seasoning
the eggs, if Billy hadn't dropped the-but
really, boys, whatever we lacked we have the
spirit of contentment and a little with contentment maketh a six o'clock dinner that is a
feast."
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TOMMY SINCLAIR'S BREECHES
There was nothing bad about Tommy Sinclair. He unhesitatingly stated on various occasions that he "calculated to do about right."
Neither the Good Will boys nor their teachers could determine just how much this declaration meant, because it was difficult to get at
Tommy's standard of right and wrong. Besides this, though he calculated to do about
right on all occasions, it was possible that he
might miss his calculations. So it came to
pass that Tommy Sinclair stood on the same
footing with the rest of the boys and was to
prove by his conduct, rather than by his boasted "calculations," just what he was worth
morally.
If we had been told when Tommy came to
Good Will that he had a weakness which was
sure to get him into trouble, no one could have
guessed what that weakness was. His features were clean cut, and bore no suggestion
of sensuality; light blue eyes, and an almost
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transparent skin, gave no hint of temper; the
friendly smile which played around his mouth
constantly was anything but pugnacious ; his
quickness of movement would give the lie to
any charge of laziness. But notwithstanding
all this, Tommy Sinclair had a weakness in
character which was bound to betray him
sometime. So long as this was so, it was better that the betrayal should come while he was
among friends who would try to correct it, and
save the boy from ruin.
Tommy lived in Fogg Cottage. For a time
all went well. It was hinted occasionally that
Tommy's regard for other people's ownership
of property was not very pronounced, and that
he could on occasion stretch the truth beyond
all reason. In the plain Anglo-Saxon of Good
Will boys, Tommy Sinclair would "steal and
then lie about it." This was really a statement of a dual weakness on Tommy's part, but
no one seemed to think of it in this light.
One day some men who were painting Hall
Cottage finished a day's work, and leaving the
paint and brushes in a convenient place, went
home. It may have been rash on their part ;.
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but anyway, that paint and the brushes conveniently at hand were a combination welf calculated to test Tommy Sinclair, and he, poor
boy, was unequal to the temptation. Between
the hour when the painters left work and sunset, Tommy got at the paint and brushes. He
painted various articles; the paint spread beautifully, and the covering power of the mixture
delighted him. These operations were carried
on under the porch of Fogg Cottage, and when
the young artist wearied of his amusement, he
crept out of his hiding place, but left the remainder of the paint and the brushes secreted
there. In the brighter light of the setting sun,
as Tommy crawled from the cozy place under
the porch, he discovered that his hands and a
part of his clothing were smeared with the
paint. He was likely to be betrayed.
Unless he could remove all these signs of
his misdoing, the theft of paint and brushes
would be speedily charged to him. Soap, sand,
and water were sufficient to remove spots from
his hands, but his clothing could not be so
·easily treated. For a last resort he went to
the clothes room, put on a pair of clean pantaIIO

loons, and rolling the stained clothing into a
wad, he deposited the proof of his guilt under
the porch, near the paint and brushes.
At seven o'clock next morning the painters
were ready for work. The paint was gone;
the brushes could not be found. Not a boy
knew anything about the disappearance of
these articles. Even Tommy Sinclair was
questioned, and Tommy said he "didn't know
anything about the old paint anyway," and
the friendly smile flitted over his white face,
then died away, and Tommy looked serious.
"No, sir-ee," said Tommy; "if I knew anything about the paint and brushes, I'd say so;
wouldn't I, boys?" and he turned appealingly
to his cottage-mates for support.
The men expostulated with the boys. They
said that all they wanted was the stolen articles, and if the one who took them would bring
them back, or tell where they were, there
wouldn't be any fuss about it at all-they just
wanted the things so they could go to work.
But all the appeals were useless.
A few days after this, Mr. Barnard, the·
manager, took the matter in charge. WithIII

out doubt th~ paint and brushes were somewhere on the farm, and of course somebody
knew where they were; but since no one had
divulged their whereabouts it was his "stunt"
to find out. It was not very difficult, however,
and early in the search Mr. Barnard looked
under the porch.
"Aha," he said quietly; for there lay the
unused paint, the lost brushes, and the smeared
clothing, which was to convict Tommy Sinclair of "stealing and then lying about it," as
surely as did the wedge of gold and the "goodly Baylonish garment" which Achan buried
under the tent, betray that thievish Israelite
-centuries ago.
A greater task, and a more difficult one than
the finding of the stolen articles, confronted
the manager. How to break Tommy Sinclair
·o f his fault, and make him despise theft and
untruthfulness was the problem. The manager gave some thought to the matter and then
laid his plan before fifteen or twenty boys. He
told them what Tommy had done; how he had
used the paint, hid the brushes and then denied
all knowledge of it; how it had become necesII2

sary to do something out of the usual order to
cure Tommy, and how this might be done.
It was arranged that the manager should
call at the school building the next day. He
was to have Tommy Sinclair's paint-spotted
garments in his possession; Tommy was to be
surprised, and the boys were to be allowed to
say anything they chose to make Tommy sick
of his sin.
The time came for the manager to call. The
boys were ready, and all except Tommy knew
that when he called, he was to ask certain
questions. As he entered the room there was
a little hush of expectancy. The manager's
coat bulged out in front in a funny way. The
unsuspecting Tommy smiled; but the rest of
the boys appeared unusually serious.
"Boys," said the manager, laying his hand
on the bulge in his clothing, "you can't guess
what I've got here under my coat."
"Tommy Sinclair's breeches!" exclaimed the
boys explosively. The reply was in unison
from all the boys except Tommy. If this were
a bit of fiction, I would not hesitate to say that
Tommy's hair stood on end. But this is a
recital of fact, and I am not able to record
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just what sensations he experienced; but in all
Somerset County, there was not a boy who
received such a shock that day as did Tommy
Sinclair.
"Yes," said the manager, impressively, "you
are right; Tommy Sinclair's breeches"; and he
took the garments from under his coat and
held them up before the boys, turning them
slowly around so the boys could see the spots
of red paint.
The boys were amused-all except Tommy.
The manager said some things not at all complimentary to the young culprit and dismissed
his little audience.
A week afterwards, one of the boys who
was in the group approached the manager and
said : "You remember you told us to keep our
eye on Tommy Sinclair and if we thought anything was going to happen to let you know.
I thought I'd tell you-Tommy's going to
skip."
When the manager found Tommy he said,
"I understand you are getting ready to leave
us, Tomniy. Is that so?"
"Yes," sobbed the sin-sick boy, "I-I can't
stand it-I won't stand it any longer. The
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boys are all the while-all the while saying'Tommy, how's your breeches; how's your
breeches, Tommy?' I can't stand it and I
won't. I-yes, sir, I'm going to leave."
"Do you mean, Tommy, that if the boys
stop asking about your breeches, and plaguing
you about stealing and lying, that you will
stay where you are?"
"Yes, sir," said Tommy, with a brightening
look on his face. "And does it mean," said
the manager, "that you have got through
stealing and lying, and all such meanness, and
that you have decided to be honest and truthful?"
"Yes, sir," said Tommy meekly.
"All right, then, Tommy, I give you my
word of honor that the boys will not plague
you any more, and you can stay right where
you are."
And, after all, if one does wrong it is better
that he should be found out. It was so in
Tommy Sinclair's case. Now that he has
learned his lesson, that stealing is contemptible, and lying is worse than useless, no one
need ever question his honesty, or doubt his
word.
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DANIEL ALEXANDER McDONALD
The register in the office at Good Will Farm
at Hinckley, Maine, bears this record:
Daniel Alexander McDonald, born m
Lenoxville, P. Q., June 26, '85. Came
to Good Will April8, '96. Parents dead.
Received his Bible, August I, 1901. Died
September 2, 1903.
Near by in the little green burial ground
where one bright sunny day we laid to rest
all that was mortal of him, a marble tablet, fit
emblem of his white soul, bears this other inscription:

DANIEL A. McDONALD

I885-I903
((Whosoever shall seek to save his life
shall lose it; and whosoever
shall lose his life shall
preserve it."
((TRIUMPHANT."
"Triumphant."

Truer witness was never
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borne by loving tongue than the declaration
of this silent stone. If ever I knew a boy
whose life was a daily recurring triumph over
life's snares and temptations; a boy whose life
was a daily triumph over self, that boy was
my friend Dan McDonald.
There was a quality in McDonald which
I admired. I admired his fine physique, his
abounding life, his good digestion. He was
rugged but not coarse ; strong but not rough;
manly and yet a genuine boy. These qualities
were his in large measure and commanded my
love; they gave to him something which I admired-an aggressive spirit. One day in an
address to a company of Good Will boys Mr.
S. H. Hadley of the Water Street Mission in
New York City told the story of Ira Snyder.
Mr. Hadley remarked that Snyder was a
Scotchman and then said :
"A Scotchman makes the worst bum in the
world, or he makes the best man."
This was one way of saying that a Scotchman is a pronounced character. McDonald
had often boasted that he was Scotch. After
that address in the Pines by Mr. Hadley, MeII7
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Donald would sometimes refer to his own
Scotch ancestry and I would say :
"Yes, Dan, but you know what S. H. Hadley says. He says a Scotchman makes the
worst bum in the world."
"0, yes," he would reply, "but you haven't
told all of it. He also said a Scotchman makes
the best man in the world."
Like all boys I have ever known he carried
in himself two great possibilities; the possibility of sin and shipwreck, and the possibility
of a noble, consecrated life. He knew this and
was not content to be simply a good man. It
was his set purpose in life to be counted in
among the best.
I admired his devotion to duty. The last
year of his life he was employed in my office.
I think ordinarily that a boy will leave his
work for recreation whenever his employer
tells him he may, but this was not true of McDonald. I do not know how many times I
suggested to him that on account of fidelity
to the interests of the office or his working
over time he was entitled to an afternoon off;
but he usually replied :
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"Can't go, there's a lot here that's got to be
done."
I admired his loyalty to the Bible and to
scriptural truths. The day did not pass that
McDonald failed to read at least a chapter.
He used to travel with me in order to operate
the stereopticon in illustrating the lecture on
"Some Boys I Know," though his own portrait appeared on the screen-a portrait which
was often greeted with applause by the audience. On these journeys, as well as on camping trips, we were much together. McDonald's Bible was always within reach. One very
cold night I had retired in a cheerless room.
Half an hour later McDonald entered the room
quietly; I was s-upposed to be asleep. He began to prepare for the night. He divested
himself of coat, collar and cuffs and then
opened his valise and took out his Bible. He
laid the open book on the dressing case and
standing back toward me, this coatless student
of the Word remained motionless. He stood
there long enough to be chilled through, I
thought ; it made me shiver to look at him,
and so, deciding that he had better know I was
awake, I said :
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"What are you doing, Dan?"
"Been so busy," he replied, "I haven't read
my chapter for today yet," and he remained
with his eyes on the book.
Two or three minutes later he closed the
Bible, raised his hand to the level of his shoulder and brought it down on the cover of the
Bible reverently, and yet with tremendous force
and exclaimed :
"Good for you, Solomon!"
There was enthusiasm in his voice and attitude; the same boyish enthusiasm he so often
displayed on first base at our ball games.
"What's the matter, Dan?" I asked.
"Oh !" he replied, "I'm reading the book
of Proverbs. Solomon said a lot of splendid
things. Say, I don't think we read Proverbs
half enough."
His Bible reading was for a purpose ; the
Bible was not to him a fetich; he loved it because it was the word of life to him.
I admired his prayerfulness. Some boys
say their prayers; McDonald prayed. In September, 1902, convinced that I could not prepare the manuscript for the "Story of Good
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Will Farm" in my office or at home on account
of constant interruption, I decided to retreat
to some quiet place for a week and accomplish
the task. The Benson cottage at East Pond,
in Maine, was decided upon, and McDonald
was to accompany me. He was "chief cook
and bottle washer." Precisely at eight o'clock
he would step to my side and say, "Breakfast,"'
and as promptly at one o'clock would he interrupt my work with his quiet announcement,
"Dinner is ready." No one fared better at
meals in all the land those days than did I.
After dinner came a little more writing and
promptly at four o'clock each day we left the
cottage to fish on the pond till six. Then came
supper at seven ; some kind of game till nine,
then a plunge in the lake which McDonald
repeatedly declared was "colder'n Greenland's.
icy mountain." This was close companionship; but wonderfully did McDonald stand the
test. It was on that trip that I realized how
he was growing. His audible prayers for
Good Will, for me, for the book I was writing
and for much wider interests were evidence of
his thoughtfulness and his faith. But these
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qualities manifested themselves in many places.
The first time I saw him superintend a Sunday-school I was startled by his power as a
leader. I did not know the superintendent
was absent until I saw McDonald appear in
the entrance to the chapel and say to a few
boys who were still standing on the steps :
"Come in now; it's time to begin."
In a moment each boy was in his place. McDonald stood at the desk till a hush fell upon
the school and then said :
"We will open our school with prayer today. Will Blake and Roberts pray?"
After the prayers were offered and a hymn
had been sung, McDonald cast a glance over
the school and said, "Let us pray." This
prayer was offered by himself. From that
point to the close of the school the details were
like other schools, but McDonald believed that
things were wrought by prayer. There was
a. quality in his influence and a mastery in his
leadership that I can explain in no other way.
I admired his genuineness. He was a genuine boy, a genuine athlete, a genuine Christian. He always rung true. He was always
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himself, always Dan McDonald. He tried tobe no one else.
I admired his conscientiousness. He would
stand for what he thought the right against
any odds. Mr. Barnard, the manager of the
homes where he grew into sturdy boyhood~
had but one clash with him in the four years
that the two were together. It occurred on
the athletic field. McDonald was playing first
base, and Mr. Barnard was umpire. A decision was announced that fired the doughty
first baseman.
"Oh, what a decision," he shouted, "it isn't
right!"
The umpire said something in self-defense ;
but it only roused McDonald's ire to a higher
pitch.
"It's not according to the rules," he shouted.
"You must abide by the decision," said the
umpire.
"But it isn't according to the rules," urged
the boy.
"Play the game or go to your cottage," said
Mr. Barnard, and McDonald left the field.
After the game the umpire and first base123

man had a long, quiet talk and adjusted matters. McDonald's last word, however, spoken
with a smile, was :
"The decision wasn't right."
The first baseman of the Good Will team
was a master hand at defending rules.
I admired his thoroughness. His father
had gone to Alaska in search of gold. It was
before the Klondike excitement. The mother
and children heard from him at intervals, and
learned that he was successful. The father
was gathering gold, would return home in due
time, and bring wealth with him. So the
mother and children had their dream of opulence when father should come back. But the
dream was a short one, never to be realized.
One day a letter came, signed by the man who
had accompanied the father to Alaska-a letter which said that Mr. McDonald had been
shot for his gold. The letter gave no particulars; none have ever been received. The
mother faced the problem of support of her
family, and in a short year died of a broken
constitution.
Dan together with his brother-fatherless,
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motherless, and penniless-at ten years of age
was sent to Good Will Farm. He lived in
Mary Louisa Hall Cottage. His first duty
was housework. After he graduated from
this he was for many months the Good Will
mail boy. Twice each day except Sunday he
made his regular trips to the East Fairfield
office for the mail-a distance of a little more
than a mile. He did not ride. It is not fair
to the boy to say he walked. Dan was the
only mail boy Good Will ever had who ran;
but the greater part of the entire journey in
either direction was made in a gentle trot. He
was not required to hasten but it was Dan's
way. It was a part of his thoroughness. It
is possible that, had he remained on the mail
route, he would have become positively bow1egged, instead of having legs only slightly
·"warped," but however that may be, Dan developed into one of the sturdiest physiques _at
·Good Will-an energetic first baseman, a rousing good quarterback for his age, and a lover
·of athletic sports. In the very last game of
golf I played with him he won out in a score
of forty-four to forty-eight, two holes being
halved.
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Later Dan took his place in the Good Will
bakery with Blake. There he showed in a
marked degree this same quality of thoroughness. In one of the regular annual ten days'
boys' encampments held in the large pine grove
upon the banks of the Kennebec River opposite Good Will, he and Blake took the contract to bake all the bread used in the camp.
I was pleased with the quality of the bread and
the fact that the quantity was sufficient. I
gave no further attention to the matter, until
one morning I happened near the bakery which
was on the opposite side of the river from the
camp grounds. Dan and his partner were out
under the apple trees, and confessed they were
a "bit sleepy." It was only as I questioned
them sharply that I learned they had baked
bread till three o'clock that morning.
"But why did you work till three o'clock?"
I asked in astonishment.
"Because," replied McDonald, "we had
agreed to bake all the bread for the encampment and we proposed to do it."
I admired his principles. Some short time
after the encampment referred to above Dan
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was put on the financial basis at Good Will,
and perhaps this needs to be explained. A
Good Will boy is entitled to clothing sufficient
for his actual needs. This is furnished if nee.:.
essary from the Good Will clothing store. But
as a rule a boy has to take such clothing as is
provided for him; he has little choice. He
reaches an age when he likes to decide the color
of his coat, the style of his necktie, the shape
of his collar. He likes to have his linen done
at a city laundry. Occasionally there was a
boy_ who could be placed in a position of trust,
where he was called a leader. If he chose to
do so he asked to be placed on the financial
basis. This meant that in return for his faithfulness in school and in his position of leader
he was to have his board, and other necessities
of life but no clothing was to be furnished him.
Instead of clothing he was allowed three dollars a month. He might spend all this for
clothing and laundry, or he might squander it,
and find himself shabbily clothed at the end of
the year, with no sympathy from any one, or
he might use the small allowance judiciously
and learn the real value of money and even
get a start in life.
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Dan used to act as butler for Mr. Walter
M. Smith of New York City on his outings at
Camp "Rest Awhile" in the Good Will Pines.
One day there were several of us at "Rest
Awhile," including a merchant from New
York, a clergyman from North Carolina, and
a Maine judge. Dan and I were to be room
mates that night, and we were assigned the
two beds in the south chamber in "Rest
Awhile." After all had retired I called to
Dan and said :
"Come over here, I want to talk."
He obeyed the summons, and I said to him~
"I want to explain something to you. Last
summer you were placed on a financial basis~
At that time you were in school. Since then
you have left school and are devoting all your
time to work. You would naturally expect
more money; but I have not offered it to you~
I know you would have liked it, Dan, but I
want to tell you that you have lost nothing by
your devotion to the work, and next September there will be a change in your favor. Now
I want to ask you how you have got along on
your three dollars a month?"
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"I've got along fairly well," said Dan, "but
it's a close shave. You see I had a little money
that came to me as head waiter at the encampment last summer, but when a fellow puts a
dollar in the bank every month-"
"What," I exclaimed, "a dollar in the bank!"
"Certainly," said Dan, in a matter-of-fact
t.one, "of course I have my own bank account,
and deposit a dollar the first of each month.
But if a fellow only has three dollars and takes
out one-tenth for benevolence, and puts a dollar in the-"
"Dan," I said, "tell that over again. Do
you give a tenth?"
"Always," said Dan, with an air that indicated that there was no other way to do. I
had something to think about that night, and
long after Dan had gone back to his own bed,
and was fast asleep, I lay, listening to the
soughing of the pine trees over "Rest Awhile,"
and thinking of this example of sixteen-yearold fidelity to principle.
The next day, when Dan was washing dishes
in the kitchen, and the men were with me in
the sitting room of the cottage, I told them
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what I had learned the night before. I saw
one of the men brush something from his
cheek, and noticed a tremor in his voice. The
next day the clergyman from North Carolina
came to me privately and said:
"Would you object if I should hand Dan a
dollar? It's touched my heart."
"Object?" I said, "I'd be pleased."
Later the same day the judge said to me in
that judicial way that characterizes all that he
does:
"I've handed Dan a couple of dollars today,
I like the way that boy has started in life."
Before night the merchant said :
"Dan, did you ever handle a check all yourself?"
"No, sir," said he, "I never did."
"Well, here's a check for three dollars. It's
made out to your order. Don't you let any
one else use it. Endorse it yourself, and deposit it in the savings bank."
I congratulated Dan. For ten months he
had been giving one-tenth. One-tenth of his
income for that time was three dollars. In a
single day, as an outcome of it, he had received
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from unexpected sources, an amount equal to
twice the one-tenth he had given. It was interesting; but it was not strange or surprising.
Does not the inspired Book say: "There is
that scattereth and yet increaseth; there is that
withholdeth more than is meet and it tendeth
to poverty" ? "The liberal soul shall be made
fat."
In the November, 1902, number of the Good
Will Record, under the fictitious name of
"Percy Parsons' Principle," this story of Dan's
life was published. For weeks thereafter many
letters were received at the Good Will office
mentioning this sketch. Sometimes when such
a letter came-a letter saying, "I am inspired
by the story of 'Percy Parsons' Principle,' "
or some similar expression, I would show it
to McDonald. He always expressed pleasure;
but the knowledge that his influence was extending seemed to have no other effect upon
him.
One spring the Young Men's Christian Association boys' department at Good Will was
organized. Several benevolent men decided
to make it possible for a number of members
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of the Good Will department to attend the
Association boys' conference for the Eastern
states and British provinces, which was to be
held at Silver Bay Hotel, Lake George, N. Y.
McDonald was one of the boys appointed as
a delegate. Three days before the delegation
was to start he was taken ill; but it was not
thought for a moment that the. illness would
result in anything else than acute suffering for
him.
On the morning of August 27, eleven boys
accompanied me toward Silver Bay. We left
McDonald behind, but did not understand that
he was to speak at the conference-to speak
louder than any other boy in the delegation.
The next day as the boat touched the wharf
at Silver Bay, a crowd was there to speed the
departing and welcome the coming guests. In
the midst of all the cheering I was electrified
to hear the Good Will cheer from the people
on the wharf. Some one had taught it to the
people while they were waiting at the wharf.
It was part of the preparation for McDonald
to speak at the conference, but no one knew it.
Everybody seemed to know that the Good Will
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delegation was at Silver Bay. Good Will's
presence was emphasized the following day
when it was announced at lunch at the hotel
that Good Will challenged anybody at the conference to a game of baseball.
"Whew," said a man at the table at which
I sat, "that's a big proposition."
But a game was arranged between the Good
Will Encampment nine-a nine which included
Gilkey, Nutter, and Daggett, who had formerly
been on the Encampment team-which resulted in a score of 12 to 5 in favor of Good Will.
This was also preparation for McDonald's
speaking.
Sunday morning came and quite unexpectedly to myself I was to tell the "Story of Good
Will Farm"-unexpectedly because it had not
occurred to me that it could even be asked.
Of course I did not understand that I was
preparing the way for McDonald; but the address, while not given in order to call attention to Good Will Farm, did emphasize the
presence of the Good Will delegation.
On Tuesday evening came my address to.
the conference on "The Poor Boy-the Oppor133
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tunity for a Life's Investment." We were getting ready for McDonald to speak, but none
of us knew it. Other addresses came one after
another-addresses, Bible studies, prayer meetings and jollyings. At one of these affairsa Silver Bay jollying-prominence was given
to the Good Will idea, which seemed to me
beyond reason or judgment, but it was because
I did not understand that McDonald was to
speak later.
I had promised to give an address on the
"Perils of a Se1f-centered Life." This I supposed was to come early in the conference; but
it was put off from day to day and finally was
fixed for the closing address. I shrank from
this arrangement at first, but it was because
I did not know that McDonald was to speak
.at the same time.
The conference was to close Wednesday
·evening. In my address I was to tell the story
of "Percy Parsons' Principle," the title under
which I had published the sketch of Dan McDonald's life. At ten o'clock that morning a
telegram came that McDonald was very low.
His brother-a member of the Good Will dele-.
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gation-left on the noon boat. At four o'clock
a telegram arrived that McDonald had passed
away. Oh, the sorrow of it! Oh, the jarring of heart strings !
No, I cannot soon forget how a young man
-a secretary-knelt by my side an hour later
and in his prayer exclaimed:
"Oh, Father; some one must take Dan's
place in the Christian world, who shall it be?"
But the question was as to the evening service. Could I speak? Then I saw what we
had been doing; how we had been getting
ready for McDonald's message. So at the
evening service I told the simple story of
Percy Parsons, which is the story of Daniel
Alexander McDonald, and left the auditorium
for a drive across the country to catch a midnight train toward home.
I was not surprised when I learned the next
day that the meeting which followed McDonald's message-the closing meeting of the conference-lasted until after ten o'clock; nor was
I surprised when I was told that it was Dan
McDonald rather than myself who spoke to
the boys that night. Was it strange that there
were those who said :
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"I have adopted Percy Parsons' principle
for life ; hereafter one-tenth goes to benevolence."
At McDonald's funeral in the Moody Memorial Chapel at Good Will, September 5, I
was privileged to say:
"The unexpected has happened. It is always happening. I have often told you that
there are but few things in this world of which
we are certain and one is that we will be confronted by the unexpected. We did not know
and not one of us suspected that the vacation
days of 1903 would close in scenes like these.
It is well we did not know. How often men
use the expression, 'If I had only known.' But
what if we had known a year ago that today
we would part with our friend ! How the
knowledge of it would have marred each day
of recreation, beclouded each sunny hour and
troubled our best days. We did not know,
and it is better that we did not.
"'So I go on not knowing, 'tis better not to know.
I'd rather walk with God in the dark,
Than walk alone in the light.
I'd rather walk with Him by faith,
Than walk alone by sight.'
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"I have had no time to listen to what has
been said about the death of our friend; but I
imagine the same expressions are used which
usually prevail at such a time. When the telegram reached me that Dan McDonald had
passed away I was at the Silver Bay Boys'
Conference. The telegram was quietly passed
to members of the delegation from Good Will
-the delegation of which he was to have been
.a member. With a single exception each boy
.as he read the telegram bowed his head in
silence and either remained at my side or
turned sadly away without speaking. One boy
read it and said, 'This is terrible.' I suppose
that many have said, 'It's too bad'; others have
·said, 'How sad that a young life should be cut
.short'; others have said, 'Poor boy, poor boy.'
But such language is not the expression of the
·Christian faith; it is not based on Divine truth;
it is not the thought in my heart. 'We know,'
saith the Scripture, 'that all things work together for good'-not to everybody does the
Scripture declare but 'to those who love God.'
Our friend loved God ; God loved him.
"I am not ready to admit that a young life
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has been cut short. If life consists in counting
of days and weeks; if to live is only to stay in
this world, then, as the allotted time of a man's
life is threescore years and ten, this life was
cut short. If there is joy in loving, then our
friend knew more of joy in his eighteen years
than some men know in seventy. If there is
joy in being loved, then he knew more of joy
than some men who live fourscore years. If
there is joy in Christian service, then this
friend knew more of joy than some know if
they live a century. His life was not long in
days and years; but it was full in all that makes
life significant and rich.
"I cannot join any one in that expression,
'Poor boy.' He was penniless, but he was
rich; shall we say 'poor' because he .is no longer
with us? A letter just received from a New
York business man says, 'The Good Will circle
on the other side is growing larger, and I believe that when we reach the other side Dan
will be one of the first to greet us.' What
does it mean? Does it not mean that he is
already there beyond pain, beyond conflict,
beyond heartache? Then why exclaim, 'Poor
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boy!' His was a triumphant life. At eighteen years of age vice-president of the Good
Will Athletic Association; an active member
of the Young Men's Christian Association;
treasurer of the Young People's Society of
Christian Endeavor; assistant superintendent
of the Sunday-school and a successful teacher
in it-what a memory to leave in this world."
There is a class of boys which is increasing
in numbers: I refer to the perfectly healthy
boys who, with all their other interests, set
before themselves the highest ideals and start
out to reach them. Such boys are among their
fellows champions of right ; they stand for the
purest and best, and finding their ideals in
Scripture they prove loyal to the Bible and its
truths. They are found in athletic contests
because they are strong; in school because they
are ambitious to make the most of themselves ;
in church because they have chosen the highest ideals and will not neglect their spiritual
natures. Daniel Alexander McDonald was a
fair representative of the class. He was
physically active, intellectually keen, spiritually strong.
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